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Government says it has no plans to draft
IVtike Consedine
stcffwriter
"Greetings. You are nearby ordered
for induction .. "
It's a hello most students never want
to read. With tensions in the Gulf
headed for a breaking point, the draft
has again become a subject of
discussion for college students—even
though the government says it has no
plans to reinstate drafting.
Rob Opett, a senior, said, "The
impression I've been getting is that
there is a definite possibility of a draft
occurring.
,
"I think the idea of a draft is rapidly
becoming a larger issue," he said. "I've
heard more and more people on campus
talking about it."
But Kathy Obenschain, a senior, said
some students are still avoiding the

issue. "On campus I don't think the
draft is on many peoples' minds yet. I
really think that we all believe that war
is not going to happen, and that it
won't affect us on campus — and that
is sad."
If a draft was called up, Opett said he
would go — but with mixed feelings.
"I think if a conflict did break out
and it did warrant me going over, I'm
not saying I wouldn't have a problem
with it — but I feel as an American it
would be my duty to help serve," he
said.
The Pentagon says it has no plans to
draft again, and some JMU faculty say
the idea of a draft would be a serious
blow to the Bush administration.
"I've had a million questions on that
one, but there is no intention to
initiate the draft," said a Pentagon
spokesman.

And Dr. Richard Flaskamp, assistant
professor of political science, said, "A
draft would be just silly. No one in
government is even contemplating
such a thing.
"The situation is not that serious, we
are talking about Iraq here," he said.
"We are not talking about a war
between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union."
Dr. Robert Roberts, associate
professor of political science, agrees
with Flaskamp. "There probably won't
be any need for a draft because there is
no possibility that this is going to be
a long-term engagement."
Flaskamp added, "It would be
political suicide for Bush to enact a
draft."
The last draft officially ended in
1972, when President Nixon and
Congress replaced it with an

all-volunteer army. But the draft never
ceased to be an issue. The crisis in the
Middle East has renewed apprehension
that a draft might be restored —
especially if the military situation in
the Gulf changes.
Lt. Col. William A. MacDonald,
head of the military science
department, said, "One of die elements
that would weigh on whether or not a
draft should be brought back is
manpower need in the event of a war."
But MacDonald views any conflict as
short, and therefore extra manpower
and the need for the draft would be
unnecessary.
Roberts said, "In a worst-case
scenario if we take and occupy Iraq,
which no one is talking about right
now, in theory if you had to have an
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Sky high: Illegal drug use 'widespread' on campus
Editor's note: Due to the sensitive nature of the
story, all names have been changed.
Michelle, a JMU junior, says she gets high five
or six times a week. She smokes pot and
occasionally takes LSD.
Pete, a sophomore, gets high on pot just about
every weekend.
"I'd say that a lot of people at JMU are
regular drug users — they get high at
least once a week," Pete says. "It's
not as high as 50 percent, but
it's nowhere as low as 25
percent."
And Rob, a senior who
smokes pot, takes acid and
eats psychedelic
mushrooms, estimates that
"easily over one-third of
JMU students do drugs on a
Csv regular basis."
Drug use at JMU is
». surprisingly
\ widespread.
& According to
JMU's 1989
Student Development
Survey, in which

1,859 students were polled, 30 percent said they
had used marijuana within the past year; 5 percent
had used LSD, and 4 percent had used cocaine.
Results of the 1990 survey, done in October,
have not yet been compiled and will not be
available until next semester. But Michelle and
Pete, both communication majors, said drug use in
general has slowed lately because the price of drugs
has risen substantially.
"In high school, a quarter-ounce of pot was $25,"
Michelle said. "Now a quarter-ounce bag can go for
as much as $60. That's high. The price of pot has
doubled in the past six years." Most people can get
high four times from a quarter ounce of marijuana.
The supply of marijuana also has diminished this
year, and that has made the cheaper, more
accessible LSD the drug of choice for many people.
Pete said LSD goes for $2.50 to $3 a hit, enough to
get high one time.
Jim, a junior who gets high "occasionally," said,
"It's hard as shit to get drugs this year. The supply
of pot is low. Coke is more readily available than
dope, and acid is pretty prevalent throughout the
community."
Pete said even though the federal crackdown on
drugs has contributed to the scarcity of narcotics at
JMU, the crackdown doesn't stop people from
getting drugs. JMU students who are dealers "go
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mostly to the big cities — like D.C., New York,
Northern Virginia and even Detroit — to bring
drugs back to Harrisonburg to sell."
Michelle said, "If you want drugs, are patient and
have the money, you'll find drugs."
But lack of money is a big obsiacle to college
drug users. All four students have, at one lime, sold
drugs to support their own drug use. None,
however, consider themselves dealers.
"Unless you sell sometimes, you can't buy your
own drugs," Pete said. "1 have sold drugs for profit
to buy my own drugs.
"Some people are steady dealers, some deal
every once in a while. If I have
friends who want drugs and I
can find them some. I'll sell
it to them for what 1 bough i
it for, but I don't think
that makes me a
dealer."
Rob estimated
that 75
percent
of people
who do drugs
regularly
DRUGS page 2
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CONTINUED frontpage 1
occupational army, like the Israelis'
have in Jordan, you might need a draft
to replace people."
Flaskamp said, "A draft would only
be useful if the war was projected to
last a year and half to two years."
If a draft is called, the first to be
called up would be young men in their
20th year. Within that group of 20
year olds, the priority for being called
up will be fixed by a lottery operated
by the Selective Service.
Also, if a draft is reinstated, college
students would not get any special
deferments.
"As the law currently stands now
there are no more student exemptions;
they're gone, and there is no way
Congress would bring back the
legislation for student deferment,"
Roberts said.
The reason for this can be traced back
to the Vietnam War. Flaskamp said, "a
lot of middle-class and white students.
. . were staying in college forever in
order to avoid the draft."
The new draft legislation is designed
to be more egalitarian, Flaskamp said.
MacDonald said, "In my opinion, if
a draft is initiated, every able-bodied
citizen, with parameters defined for age
and hardship included . . . should be
considered."
"If a draft is fair, it means you give
every citizen an opportunity to serve

his or her country," he said.
MacDonald feels that if there is a
draft, including women would not be
out of the question.
"I think the services have proven
lately that the female can do the job as
well as the man can," he said.
However, MacDonald said women
should not Tight in combat.
But Obenschain said, "I think we
should be drafted just like men.
"As far as combat is concerned, part
of me says we should be right up there
with the men, but the other part of me
says men are generally stronger, and in
that sense they may be more
physically ready," she said.
In order to avoid the controversy of
the draft. Congress has been looking
for ways to collect manpower other
than a military draft since Vietnam.
Roberts said, "For the last couple of
years there has been a proposal being
kicked around Congress for a 'universal
service requirement', whereby all 18 to
21 year olds will have to do some form
of universal service, be it the army or
some other form of community
service."
JMU students seem to have
considered the possibility of a draft,
but they are not taking the prospect
too seriously.
Drew Borden, a senior said, "I'm not
worried yet about a draft — I think the
conflict will be over too fast, unless it
takes an unexpected turn."

JANET SWMCN/THE BREEZE

Workers haul the Christmas tree across the Quad for tonight's
lighting ceremony at 8 p.m.

Drugs
CONTINUED from page 1

have sold drugs at least once.
Pete, however, has stopped selling drugs because
earlier this year he sold LSD to a male student, and
that student had a "bad trip."
All four said they get high for the same reason —
"because it's fun," Pete said. "Pot does wonders for
stress. You can just relax and think really deeply.
Getting high can make you laugh at life when things
are too stressful. It helps put things into perspective."
Jim said, "Pot makes me quiet and introverted —
more relaxed. Music, sounds, doing things you enjoy,
being high makes those things that much more fun to
do. Used in moderation, it can enhance perception,
awareness and creativity."
Rob said, "I get high so I can be relaxed. I can

figure out things when I'm high that I couldn't before.
It can make you see things in a different light."
Michelle said, "Getting high is fun. It can help you
relax. I've never done anything under the influence of
pot or LSD that I regretted in the morning.
"But I have done things under the influence of
alcohol that I regretted in the morning," she said.
"Getting high liberates your mind more than your
body."
"It's cool to get that sense of cloudy euphoria," Jim
said. "Using acid is kind of like a mental carnival."
None of the four students interviewed had ever been
in trouble for drug violations while at JMU, but Rob
was once arrested in Richmond for possession of
marijuana. "It was just treated as a parking ticket or
something. All I got was a slap on the wrist."
JMU's drug policy in the Student Handbook states.

"No student shall possess or distribute an illegal drug
as defined by the Drug Control Act of the
Commonwealth of Virginia." The policy extends to
any building or property owned or operated by the
university, and states possession includes any area or
property the student is responsible for.
However, drug policy violations are classified as
"flexible violations" and can be considered major or
minor depending on the circumstances of each
individual case. Other items in this classification
include projectiles, violations of residence hall
visitation rules and obscene conduct.
The handbook also states that students found guilty
of drug violations considered to be major must receive
DRUGS page JO
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Date rape: Why it goes un re ported
What happens when one person says no — and the
other hears yes? Date rape may be one of the
least-reported crimes around today—and experts say
it's particularly a problem on college campuses.
To answer some of the questions surrounding this
issue, here's a look at date rape —from the crime to
the courts.
Data rap*: A crime of mi»communication
One out of four college women have been the
victims of rape or attempted rape, according to a poll
by the National Institute of Mental Health.
About 90 percent of those women knew their
assailant
But only about 10 percent will report the crime.
Date rape is an ambiguous charge, filled with

misunderstandings and guilt. And that may be the top
reason it continues to go unreported, according to the
director of JMTJs Health Center.
Unlike rape committed by a stranger, date rape often
is not violent but rather is a matter of
"miscommunication and mispcrccption," Donna
Harper said.
"Victims are more likely to feel that sense of
violation in normal rape," Harper said. "In date rape,
all those thoughts and feelings get confused."
Less than 1 percent of all date rapes are reported,
according to a 1988 Ms. magazine survey.
Victims of date rape don't come forward because
they are not sure a crime occurred, Harper said. And
many victims are afraid to confront the individual
involved or tell family and friends.
Kristie Kane, JMU sophomore who was the

plaintiff in a rape trial that ended in a not-guilty
verdict earlier this year, said the process has made her
more selective of who she trusts.
"I won't go on a date with someone I don't know,"
she said. "In fact, I'm very leery of guys that I first
meet. It's very hard for me to interact with anybody
male."
Harper also said confusion and fear of reporting the
crime often leads victims to blame themselves.
"They don't want to blame the other person," she
said. "It's someone they like or liked, and trust or
trusted. They don't want to go pointing the finger at
someone else."
Kerry Doto, a JMU sophomore who organized
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Summing up the semester. . .
Trial date set
for Henderson
tonRccom
assistant news editor
A March 25 trial date has been set for Ronald Lee
Henderson, the second of two men charged with
capital murder in the January's death of JMU
sophomore Leann Whitlock.
Lawyers appointed to defend
Henderson are expected to file a
motion to have the trial moved
to an undisclosed location
outside of Augusta County,
according to Augusta County
Commonwealth's Attorney Lee
Ervin.
Henderson also has been
Henderson charged with abduction and
robbery in the Jan. 5 slaying of Whitlock. Henderson
was arrested July 10 in Baker City, Oregon and
extradited to Virginia after waiving his extradition
rights Oct. 31.
Henderson's trial should last about a week, Ervin
said.
Co-defendant Tommy David S trickier was convicted
of capital murder in June and sentenced to die in the
electric chair. Strickler also was sentenced to separate
life terms for abduction and robbery.
Ervin said he expects Strickler's lawyers to file an
appeal sometime before Strickler's scheduled
execution on Dec. 19.
Whitlock's naked body was found Jan. 13 in a
wooded area near Waynesboro. Whitlock died from a
fractured skull after three to four blows to the head
from a 69-pound rock, according to trial testimony.

Studies abroad scare 'discounted'
QhrigtYMymftnl.
assistant lifestyles editor
A series of threatening letters to American studies
abroad programs in Florence have been "discounted"
by the State Department and the Italian police,
according to a statement released by the State
Department Monday.
The letters were signed by the Secret Popular
Revolution Movement and threatened unspecified

retaliation against American students in Florence if
the United States attacked Iraq. They were received
by the Florence programs of six U.S. universities
between Oct. 31 and Nov. 7, according to the State
Department
The Italian police and the State Department have
completed an investigation of the incident and call
the letters "scare tactics." Students have been advised
by the American embassy to be aware that they
could be under surveillance and to dress and act
inconspicuously, according to the statement.

J.M.'s alcohol sales suspended by ABC
JimMuscaro
stag writer
J.M.'s Pub and Delicatessen will be unable to
purchase or sell alcoholic beverages from Dec. 15
to Jan. 14.
Tom Weedon, the director of information of the
Alcohol Beverage Control Board, said the
suspension is actually a compromise penalty that

J.M.'s offered after the ABC Board charged the
restaurant and bar with three ABC violations. The
compromise calls for J.M.'s to suspend alcohol
sales for 30 days beginning Dec. IS.
If J.M.'s pays a $1,000 fine, the suspension will
be lifted after 20 days — allowing J.M.'s to resume

lM.'Spage9
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Faculty feel effects of budget cutbacks
AnnaBoazeA
Jessica Jenkins
stqffwriters
JMU faculty say they are feeling the effects of
JMLTs budget cuts and the slowing economy — and
students say that stress is making classroom
atmospheres tense.
"Stress among students and faculty is there, but
it's always been there," said Dr. William Kimsey,
associate professor of human communication. This
semester, however, there seem to be more apparent
reasons for it"
Dr. Robert Alotta, associate professor of human
communication, said, "Budget cuts, which affect
faculty and students, create this uncertainty of the
future. Coming around finals time, that complicates
the situation."
JMU has had to cut about $9.6 million from its
1990-92 biennial budget. That's already caused
some cutbacks in a few departments.
And they may have to cut another 5 percent from
the 1991-92 budget — a loss that may cause
personnel cuts.
"I would say that among faculty there is a definite
concern over the impact the budget cuts are going to
have on our curriculum and services," Kimsey said.
"For example, there is a concern in our department
that students might not be able to get the courses
that they need."

JMU feeling economic crunch
BethPughA
ErfoMcGratfi
stqffwriters
With spring's tuition deadline ncaring, presents to
buy and rent to pay, even students are feeling the
crunch of the worsening economy.
And that can make the holidays a particularly
stressful time of year, according to JMU faculty and
students.
"There's a psychological dimension to a
recession," said Dr. T. Windsor Fields, head of the
economics department. "You can't measure it or put
numbers on it"
Since the summer, the national economy has
slowed enough for some economists to say the
United'States is in a recession — though this
slowdown has not included the high unemployment
and inflation typical of recessions.
Still, graduating seniors will feel the effects of
the slowdown as they look for work and housing
— a situation like the one graduates faced in
1981-82.
"Nobody [can] remember what it's like to graduate
during a recession," Fields said. "It's unfortunate
that this year's crop of seniors are going to find
out."
"I feel like [going to] graduate school, that's how I

feel," said Emmett Thomas, a senior
communication major who will graduate in
December. "Although, now is a good time for
black males to get into the industry because they
are always hiring black sportscastcrs."
Bharat Shah, a senior business major from India,
is doubly worried about getting a job — he'll be
fighting an economic slowdown and a language
barrier after graduation.
He said experience and influence are the key
elements to getting a job right now, especially in
business fields.
But the economic crunch is hitting students who
want to work over the holidays as well. Retailers
are facing a poor holiday season and may have to
cut back on temporary help to make up for low
sales.
"I've thought about getting a job over Christmas
break, but my town is so small that the local
businesses won't hire short-term help," especially
this year, said Cathy Barker, a junior English
major.
With the present state of the economy, trying to
sell a home also is becoming more difficult — and
even this has an effect on some students and their
families. Michelle Stough, a sophomore political
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Alternative financing
may avert latest cut
stctfwruer
JMU administrators hope to avoid an
additional S-percent cut to JMU's
1991-92 budget, said JMU President
Ronald Carrier at a general faculty
meeting Wednesday.

SCOTT TRtBBl£/THE BREEZE

At a general faculty meeting Wednesday, JMU President Ronald
Carrier said he wants to avoid more budget cuts.

According to Dr. Robert Scott,
acting vice president for academic
affairs, JMU avoided a 2.5-pcrcent
reduction scheduled for the 1990-91
budget by finding outside funding.
Carrier wants to use the same method
to deal with next year's proposed cuts
— and has already managed to reduce
the proposed cut about $500,000 to
$1.1 million this way.
Details of this proposed cut will be
released at a Board of Visitors meeting
tomorrow.
Carrier said his short-term budgeting
plan is to set priorities for immediate
cuts, while making an attempt to find
additional funding. This additional
money could include unused state
funding formerly earmarked for
educational construction and
expansion. Carrier said.
But in the long run. Carrier said he
wants to find alternative revenue

sources for the university to loosen
JMU's ties to state funding. JMU
could use the extra money to return
money to faculty salaries, for example.
"What was done in terms of salary
cuts was regrettable," he said.
Carrier will mail a second letter
about the budget cuts to students this

"What was done in
terms of salary cuts
was regrettable."
Ronald Carrier
JMU President
week — again asking students to
cooperate with the cuts and thank
faculty, staff and student employees
who have had pay cuts because of the
budget crisis.
"Sometime the students forget that,
as of Dec. 1, we did take salary cuts —
all of us," Carrier said.
The letters will continue through the
next few months. Carrier said in the
letter.
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Date Rape
CONTINUED from page 3
"Take Back the Night," the campus protest against
violence toward women, said date rape victims feel
violated but end up questioning themselves.
"They're thinking, 'I couldn't be raped — that's
someone I know,'" Doto said.
The biggest problem is men and women need to
look at how they communicate," Doto said. "We need
to be able to admit our real feelings and be up front
about what we want and what we expect."
Harper said confusion resulting from lack of
communication concerns men also.
They say, 'How do we know that the night before
it's OK, and the next morning they're not going to
wake up and say, "Why did you do that? You just date
raped me.'
"It all comes down to communication," Harper said.
"You have to ask, 'Is this OK? Are you sure you
want to do this? That's not one of the routine
questions that seems to come into play."
Investigator Bob Baker of JMU Campus Police said
date rape usually occurs in a situation where drugs or
alcohol is involved. Under the influence, a person
may tend to send the wrong signals to a member of
the opposite sex.
"Most men do not consider it rape," Baker said.
"They go ahead with their urges and ignore the
woman when she says no, because he thinks even
though she's saying no on the outside, inside she
really means yes."
Where to go for help

police, charge the assailant judicially or go to the
Harrisonburg police. Harper said. And reporting an
incident to the police doesn't mean the victim will
have to prosecute, she said.
The Health Center also offers date rape awareness
programs to residence halls, classes and anyone
interested, Harper said.
All rapes reported to campus police are referred to
JMU's counseling center, Harper said.
"Students in that situation need help with
self-confidence, self-esteem and self-trust because
those components are severely damaged," Harper said.
The key to overcoming die stigma attached to date
rape is openness, said Doto. "If we can talk freely
about something, it doesn't seem bad or wrong," she
said.
According to Laura X, director of the National
Clearinghouse on Marital and Date Rape in Berkeley,
Calif., (he crime also goes unreported because victims
"sense the lack of sympathy in the climate out there."
During her work for rape victims, Laura legally
changed her last name to symbolize the anonymity of
women that contributes to the crime.
"Dating is really a 20th-century phenomenon in
America," she said. "Date rape got to be part of that
new ritual."
"People think of it as an occupational hazard —
that's the risk you take," Laura X said. "When you
get mugged everyone says, 'Well that's modern urban
life in America.' They're all very calm about it while
you're sitting there feeling humiliated and violated.
Rape is much more extreme."

A number of options exist for JMU students who
think they have been date raped. "Victims can consult
their resident adviser, report the incident to campus

SGA petitioning
to improve library
Christine BoHz
SGA reporter
The Student Government Association will
organize a petition asking for expanded resources
in Carrier Library and send it to JMU President
Ronald Carrier.
The bill, proposed at the senate meeting
Tuesday by Commuter Senator Kyle Compton,
was passed by unanimous consent.
The SGA is still holding a letter-writing
campaign to ask state legislators for more funds
for the library. Students can submit letters to the
SGA office until Saturday.
Also at Tuesday's meeting, Chairman Pro
Tcmporc Dan Ciatti requested that the Curriculum
and Instructions Committee update the library
orientation booklets which are given to freshmen.
Also at the meeting:
• The SGA Booksale will be held Jan. 8 through
IS. Any students who are interested in
volunteering should sign up in the Warren
Campus Center.
• The Inter-Hall Council will give a list of what
improvements should be made to residence halls
next semester to John Ventura, resident faculty
administrator.
• The Food Services Committee will conduct a
SGA page 28
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SKI FOR CREDIT
Where Music
Lives In
Harrisonburg

NEW MUSIC HOTLINE NUMBER!!! (703) 433-TUNE

THURSDAY
"^
Free Finger Food
MASSANUTTEN
Pre-register now for PE 131 (Elementary). PE 231
(Intermediate), or PE 331 (Advanced) courses
for two semester hours credit on your class schedule,

When: 3RD BLOCK TUESDAY/THURSDAY
l-5pm OR 5-10pm CLASS SESSIONS
NEW 2 upper level trails/quad chair lift
Increased snow-making capacity

FRIDAY

All Night
Eveiy Thursday!!

ELECTRIC
KOOL AID
College Night
No Cover

Every Thursday!!

$120 ($144 with rental equipment)
Check payable to: Great Eastern Resort Management.
MUST be paid at REQUIRED orientation/liability meeting
in G/S Theatre Tuesday, January 8. *A late fee of $10
will be charged to all students who do not attend this meeting

Small Group lessons/car pools to be formed
For further information contact:
Dr. John Haynes, Physical Education & Sport Dept.
Phone 568-3949

Jim Thackery

and the Assassins
%fiytfim and Wines
Jim Thackery formerly of the Nighthawks
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FoBedpg
Dave Fields
police reporter
Campus police reported the following:
Suspicious Activity
• A non-student was observed allegedly attempting
to videotape residents of Bell Hall through their windows at 2:54 a.m. Dec. 2. The suspect was apprehended by police and served with a trespass notice.
The individual is from out of town and has been
involved in previous suspicious activity in other
states, police said.
A trespass notice is served as a warning of trespass to an individual and does not involve charges
of any kind.
• Two students were charged judicially with unauthorized entry after they were observed entering
random rooms in Eagle Hall between 3 and 4 a.m.
Nov. 28.

Possession/Presentation of Falsified Identification

• A student presented a false driver's license at the
D-hall Identification Card Center in an attempt to obtain a false JMU identification card at 2:30 p.m. Nov.
28.
The incident currently is under investigation.
Violence to Persons
• A group of students was charged with violence
to persons following a dispute in Shorts Hall at 3
a.m. Dec. 2.
No one was injured during the incident.

Grand Larceny
• A blue 26-inch Hard Rock Specialized Sport
mountain bike, serial number GY951477, apparently was stolen from in front of Shorts Hall sometime
between 2 a.m. Dec. 2 and 2 p.m. Dec. 3. Also stolen were a black storage pouch and a tire pump
that were attached to the bike.
The 21-speed bike and accessories are valued at
$400.
• A Hard Rock Specialized Brand mountain bike
apparently was stolen from the C-wing of the second floor of Shorts Hall sometime between 6:30
p.m. Dec. 1 and 1 a.m. Dec. 2. The bike is valued
at $350.
• A Fisher Scientific top-loading electronic scale
with a digital readout, model number 7204A and
the serial number 22062 apparently was stolen
from Miller Hall sometime between 5 p.m. Nov. 30
and 8 a.m. Dec. 3. The value of the scale is not
known.
• A reversable, extra large blue and aqua Triple
Fat Goose brand bomber jacket apparently was
stolen from the PC Ballroom sometime between
11:15 p.m. Nov. 30 and 1 a.m. Dec. 1. The jacket
was taken during a dance held in the ballroom.
The jacket is valued at $200.
• A double-breasted brown suit, size 40731 waist,
and a size 16 dress shirt apparently were stolen
from Godwin Hall sometime between 130 and 3
am. Nov. 27. The suit and shirt were stored in a
plastic "Chess King" garment bag.
The value of the suit and shirt is not known.
• A leather jacket apparently was stolen from the
Keezell Hall Computer Lab at 9:30 a.m. Nov. 27.
The value of the jacket is not known.
• A white and green Trek brand 7000 series 21speed mountain bike apparently was stolen from a

Gus» TAVERN A

bike rack at Godwin Hall sometime between 7:25
and 735 p.m. Nov. 27.
The value of the bike is not known.
Petty Larceny
• A load of sandwiches apparently was stolen from
an unlocked J.M.'s Pub and Deli delivery van at the
Shorts Had Service Drive at 3:45 p.m. Dec. 3. The
sandwiches were valued at $22.
• A black bike seat and a black bike luggage bag
apparently were stolen from a bike locked in the
Dingledine Hall courtyard sometime between 6 p.m.
Nov. 29 and 10 am. Nov. 30. The items are valued
at $35.
• Two pizzas apparently were stolen from an unlocked Mr. Gatti's delivery vehicle in F-lot near
Chandler Hall at 1 SO a.m. Nov. 29. The pizzas were
valued at $16.
• A textbook titled "A Course in Linear Algebra" apparently was stolen from a bookbag in Harrison Hall
sometime between 12:10 and 12:13 p.m. Nov. 26.
The textbook is valued at $38.
• A mirror was broken off a media resources vehicle parked beside Carrier Library sometime between
5 p.m. Nov. 30 and 8 a.m. Dec. 3.
Damage to the vehicle is estimated at $20.
Destruction of Public Property
• The front window of the Sigma Pi fraternity house
was broken by an unknown person at 825 p.m.
Nov. 29. Damage to the window has not been estimated.
• Two students were charged judicially with dePOUCEUXi page 9
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Baker caught in Gulf crossfire:
Secretary of Slate James Baker, who defends the
administration's Iraq policy on Wednesday, is caught
in the crossfires of the Persian Gulf crisis.
. Reluctant in August to endorse a confrontation
against Iraq's Saddam Hussein, he has since
engineered a whirlwind of diplomacy. He hopes to see
a peaceful end without a U.S. shot fired.

AROUND THE GLOBE fe
O

^ HSOID am axnouv
Crew knew too late it was lost:
The crew of a Northwest DC-9 realized they strayed
onto an active runway but were unable to avoid a
collision with a departing 727, investigators said
Tuesday.
Eight died when the DC-9 caught on fire after being
struck by another 727 taking off on the same runway.
Trade talks halt:
Efforts to reform the world's trade system ncared a
breakdown Tuesday night. Aim of the week-long
gathering of 107 nations in Brussels, Belgium: freer
flow of goods, unhampered by quotas, import taxes
and other barriers erected by individual countries.
Talks on streamlining trade have been going on
since World War IT, under the auspices of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
Bakatin may be new Soviet V.P.:
A new job is apparently in the works for Vadim
Bakatin, the interior minister dismissed by President
Mikhail Gorbachev two days ago, a Soviet newspaper
said Tuesday.
Gorbachev might name Bakatin his new vice
president, Komsomolskaya Pravda said. Bakatin was
also being considered to head the new National
Security Council.
Saddam wants oil field:
Iraq's Saddam Hussein will pull out of Kuwait if he
can keep a disputed oil field, British TV reported
Tuesday. White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwatcr
said he did not "know anything" about the report.
The report said Saddam has told mediators that if he
is guaranteed Iraq will not be attacked, he will leave
Kuwait except for the oil field on the border.
Cola giants Join recycling:
Coke and Pepsi are racing to put the first
recycled-plastic containers for food and drink on store
shelves. They say they plan to introduce soft drink
bottles made from a new recycling process, developed
over the past two years.
©Copyright 1990 USA TODAY/Apple College
Information Network

Playin* the tunes

BRAD DAMSON/THE BREEZE

The After Five Jazz Quintet plays in the Warren Campus Center, with sophomore George
Koonce on the vibraphone, freshman Sam Rucker on the saxaphone, senior Jeff Ames on the
piano and freshman Mike Pearce on the bass.

Newsfile
Wolf Trap's poster design competition:
Students are invited to challenge their creativity
in a poster design competition for Wolf Trap, the
Northern Virginia entertainment center.
Three winners will be chosen to receive a $300
cash prize, and one of the winning designs will be
selected for reproduction and distribution at the
Wolf Trap gift shop and throughout the local
community.
The design will be judged on the basis of its
originality and effectiveness in expressing the
experience of Wolf Trap.
Entries must be received no later than Feb. IS,
1991. The design must be done in two-dimensional
media, in 24" by 36" vertical format and
reproducable by four-color separation processes.
The artist's name and mailing address must be on
the back, and the entry should be carefully packaged
in cardboard for mailing and delivery to Poster
Competition, Wolf Trap Foundation, 1624 Trap
Road, Vienna, Va., 22182.
For more information, contact the JMU art
department
Classroom climate seminar:
The Office of Academic Affairs and the JMU
Commission on Community will hold a workshop
for faculty and students titled "Promoting a

Positive Classroom Climate" Jan. 11 in the
Highlands Room of the Warren Campus Center.
Dr. Carol Pearson will conduct the morning
workshop, which is for faculty only. It will be held
from 10 to 10:50 am. and questions and discussion
will follow until 11:30 a.m.
In the afternoon, Pearson will give a presentation
for faculty and students in the Grafton-Stovall
Theatre from 3 to 3:50 p.m.

Local production receives award:
The Parents' Choice Foundation has awarded a
WVPT public television production a 1990 Parents'
Choice Award for Local Television Programming.
The program, called "Rhymes and Reasons," is
about the spread of drugs among young people.
For more information about the program, contact
Cathee Clausen or Gail P. Smith at 434-5391.

The Breeze Newsfile is offered when space
permits to publicize information on job
opportunities and campus and area activities. To
have information reviewed for publication, call
568-6127 or send information to the news editor,
do The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall, JMU.
Harrisonburg, Va., 22807.
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Date Rape

CONTINUED from page 5

After the report
If date rapes are reported, it is entirely up to the
victim whether or not charges are brought to the
judicial board, a criminal court or both, according to
Michael Way, the university judicial coordinator.
In a case where judicial charges are brought against
a student, the student will meet with Way. "I will
discuss the charges brought against the student and
attempt to resolve the conflict at that point," Way
said.
Way then determines guilt or innocence and issues a
possible penalty.
"Students can choose to have the case settled and
accept my decision, or they can reject it," Way said.
If the student rejects the decision, the case will be
brought to the University Judicial Council, which
hears evidence and determines guilt or innocence,
according to Way. The University Judicial Council is
made up of three faculty members, three students and
one non-faculty member.
According to the JMU Student Handbook, "If
requested, complaints will be held in confidence and
counseling will be provided. No investigation or
action against the accused person will be taken on
behalf of the person complaining, unless the
complainant consents to be identified, if necessary, to
the individual accused in connection with the
investigation."
If the charges are pressed criminally, they are
handled by campus police if the incident occurred on
campus or Harrisonburg City Police if the incident
occurred off-campus.

Campus penalties for criminal sexual harassment
and rape charges range from prohibition from a
particular residence hall to being expelled from the
university, Baker said.
Date rapes at JMU
Still, the incidence of date rape at JMU is no
different than on any other campus, according to
Baker of the campus police.
In the fall of 1990, two date rape incidents were
reported at JMU. The first one was criminally
processed and then dismissed, and the second one was
not processed.
"We need to bring emphasis on education of
students and make them realize that even if a girl says
'no' halfway through the action and the male
continues — it is considered a valid rape," Baker said.
"Completing the act is all that is on the guy's mind
and his power to reason will not cooperate."
An incident occurred in the early 1980s where two
males went from floor-to-floor of a female freshmen
dorm trying to have sex with whoever would
cooperate. They were expelled from JMU, he said.
"College campuses and hospitals are predominant
places to find people who are always around at any
time," Baker said. "Anyone who is a curiosity seeker
or wants to commit a felonious act will look for this
type of environment."
Going through a date rape trial
For the few women who brave it, going through
the process of a date-rape trial is a maturing
experience, according to JMU sophomore Kristie
Kane.

Kane brought rape charges against JMU sophomore
Ivan Sampson for an incident in Chandler Hall on
Feb. IS, 1990. Sampson was acquitted on Nov. 8.
Kane said the trial weeded out friends.
"I think that instead of losing or gaining friends, I
just realized who my real friends were," she said. "A
lot of people that I thought were my friends turned
against me, some even testified against.me at the
trial. But then those that I didn't think I was very
close to — they were automatically there for me,"
Kane said.
Both students involved say the trial will have a
long-term effect on them. Rape "is definitely a
stigma," Sampson said. "The whole accusation is a
defamation of character. Regardless of my acquittal,
the whole question of rape will always be attached to
my name. That's how people will think of me."
Kane plans to continue her education at another
university. "I can't study at JMU anymore," she said.
JCane said she left JMU this semester "because of all
the pressure."
But Kane said she's still glad she pressed charges.
"People don't really realize what goes on, and now I
think that since I . . . went through with the trial,
people do know what's* going on, even though I did
lose. And they're more aware and less likely to ignore
something if it happens again.
"I would urge people not to be afraid to report it
because you really grow from an experience like that.
It helps you mature, and it helps you learn a lot, too,
about'people and the way they react"
Contributing writers: Kiran Krishnamurthy, Joe
Kornik, Paulene Pakidis, John Parmelee and Roger
Friedman.

GAZEBO
HAS
EVERYTHING TO DECK YOUR HALLS
FOR CHRISTMAS...
wreaths, bows, Christmas trees from
9 inches up, unique gifts, Christmasy
corsages and boutonnieres.

WE SEND FLOWERS ALL OVER THE WORLD.
2 Convenient Locations:
Gazebo
Harrisonburg Garden Center A Florist
Valley Mall

2065 South Main Street

434-1206

434-5136

LAST S HOW OF
THE SEMESTER
GET AN EARLY START
ON THE WEEKEND WITH

Congratulates 1990 Graduates!
■remap YOU
CELEBRATE,
WE HAVE
SPECIAL

LOW PRICES f»R
JMU FAMILIES.

Join us for breakfast buffet, lunch buffet, or
order from our menu for dinner. The best
steaks in town, Lloyd's famous fried chicken. Excellent barbecued short ribs of beef
and tempting seafood selections are served
every night of the week at Lloyd's Steak House.
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EARLY SHOW • 6-10 P.M.

oytET.
RELAXED
ATMOSPHERE
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Banquet Facilities Available
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FREE MUNCHIES EVERY THURSDAY 5-7
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 4)4-2367
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J.M.'s
CONTINUED from page 3
alcohol sales on Jan. 4.
J.M.'s management would not comment on the
compromise or whether or not they would pay the
fine to shorten their license suspension.
The compromise ends a case that began nearly 10
months ago when J.M.'s was charged Feb. 8 with
enticing patrons to purchase alcoholic beverages,
allowing the consumption of alcohol by minors
and selling alcohol to a minor.
J.M.'s was found guilty on all the charges
stemming from the night of Feb. 8. The initial
hearing in the case was held Oct. 18, just over
eight months later. Weedon said the ABC appeals
board was slated to hear J.M.'s appeal on Dec. 11,
but the board chose to accept J.M.'s compromise.

Stress
CONTINUED from page 4
Kimsey said, "One issue which is a concern for
faculty is our pay raise which has been taken back.
Because of inflation, we are falling behind and
making less money this year than last year. In my
own family, we've had to tighten our spending to
prepare for the impact that this may cause."

Alotta agreed. "The additional 5 percent may mean a
cut in personnel," he said. There are fewer classes
this spring than there were last spring, and students
are having a real rough time getting classes."
Sophomore Heidi Bensenhaver said, "I'm an
English major and it took me three phone calls and an
override to get an English class."

Students, although not directly affected by the cuts,
are already feeling the impact.

Instructors have already witnessed the pressures
created by the economic predicament. Dr. Jacqueline
Walker, associate professor of history, said, "In
talking to my colleagues, I hear, 'This is the worst
semester that I've ever gone through.' They seem to
feel stressed, and I think it has a lot to do with the
economic adversity."

"I think many students are aware that teachers are
facing as many or more stressful situations as
students are," said senior Jennifer Barber. "Most
students seem to be aware of the issues that are big
concerns for instructors now such as faculty teaching
loads and budget cuts."

Policelog
CONTINUED from page 6
struction of public property after apparently uprooting
a 6-foot spruce tree and transporting it to their room in
Hoffman Hall sometime between 5 p.m. Nov. 29 and
2:15 a.m. Nov. 30. Damage has not been estimated.
The students were using the tree for a Christmas
tree, police said.
• The lobby window of the Kappa Sigma fraternity
house was broken by an unknown person sometime
between 3 and 8 a.m. Nov. 30. Damage to the window has not been estimated.
• The bulletin board and window security grill of the
Chandler Hall concessions stand were damaged
sometime between 3 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. Dec.1.

Damage has not been estimated.

lobby of the D-wing of the second floor of Shorts Hall
at 9:40 a.m. Dec. 4. Charges have not yet been filed.
The stolen signs were reported by members of
the housekeeping staff.

Destruction of Personal Property
• An antenna and windshield wiper on a vehicle
parked in Z-lot were damaged sometime between 8
p.m. Oct. 7 and 3 p.m. Oct. 12. Damage to the vehicle
is estimated at $40.

Driving Under the Influence
• Non-student Stephen G.L Rahn, 21, of Kaitoe, Hawaii, was charged with driving under the influence after police allegedly observed him driving recklessly in
J-lot at 10:15 p.m. Dec. 1.
Rahn reportedly missed striking a group of pedestrians before being stopped by police.

Recovered Stolen Property
• Police recovered a stolen stop sign from two students in front of Huffman Hall after a cadet observed
the students carrying the sign across G-lot at 11:45
p.m. Nov. 27. Charges have not yet been filed.
The students claimed that they found the sign hying
along Army-Navy Drive in Arlington.
• Several stolen road signs were recovered from the

Number of drunk in public charges since August 25:
112
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SQUIRE HILL
Special 6 Month Leases for

SPRING SEMESTER
• Townhoases & 1,2,3 Bedroom Apartments
•Leases last from Jan. - Jum

DEVON

Enjoy winter's newest challenge, Snowboard Skiing at
Massanutten. Hone your skills as you rip from peak to base.
Show your skills on our challenging halt pipe.
Snowboard skiing is permitted on all open slopes and
trails, including our two new slopes from the top of trie mountain. Lessons and limited rentals are also available.
College Twilight skiing rates ($12) apply on Monday and
Friday. With your valid college ID and this ad, lift tickets to
snowboard ski are just $10.
Come ski what's new at Massanutten.

MASSANUTTEN

10 Miles East of Harrisonburg,Virginia on Route 33

JMU

Mon^Fri. 10-5:30
Saturday 10-5:00
Sunday 1-5

434-2220

Looking For A Notebook
Or Laptop Computer?
We Carry:
Toshiba
Hyundai
Poqet
Macintosh
Outbound
NEC

Connecting PointJEEM

^ COMPUTER CENTERS
L 785 EAST MARKET STREET, HARRISONBURG

434 - 1 1 1 1
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Twas the end
of the fall term

Approval

(To be read like "The Night Before Christmas")
(Tff was the end of the semester and all
(J I through the Bluestones all the students
^""^ were counting the days till they went
home. There was only one roadblock, those exams still to be taken, but that was OK, students
figured they'd ace them.
A scholarly few were nestled in the library having decided that studying probably was necessary. But pages were missing from most of the
books that they needed to complete the classes
they'd undertook.
When out on the Quad there arose such a
clatter the whole campus turned out to see what
was the matter. A dispute, it appeared, was
starting to brew between groups who had bickered the entire year through.
ACM and EARTH, non-Greeks and the Row,
were all yelling and screaming and telling each
other where to go. When above all the ruckus a
single voice bellowed, "So what is the deal with
that damn lemon yellow?!" The campus was bordering on wild unrest, though we knew behind it
all was just stress.
But faster than eagles the problems they
came beginning with the losing Phi Beta Kappa
fame. The workloads! The athletes! That parttime instruction! Spend some money on books
instead of construction!
And Gov. Wilder, our budget he slashed leaving students, professors and courses mismatched. And to make up the difference the tuition surcharge left student's wallets and checkbooks a little less large.
Coach Purzycki resigned at the end of the
season leaving people to ask, "Wait, now what
was the reason?" Filling his job is a task that is
hefty, but that's quite OK 'cause we still have old
Lefty.
The issues they flew in a whirlwind barrage —
and by the way, how 'bout a parking garage?
Space isn't a problem, there's plenty of room on
the commons, the site of the ill-fated 'Shroom.
4|K ut just when the campus could take no
Ji3 more trouble Uncle Ron appeared and on
^the double. "The budget, the parking, the
buildings, don't fear — it's all just a part of a normal school year."
He sprang to his car, which was headed to
Richmond, turned around to the students and
spoke brightly to each one. And we heard him
exclaim as he zoomed out of sight, "I'll butter up
to some legislators and make it all right!"
The above editorial is intended in fun.
Happy Holidays from The Breeze.

editor LAUREL WISSINGER
managing editor JENNIFER ROSE
editorial editorD/MD NOON
asst. editorial editor JOEL LANGLEY

A week in London with Dave
Recently my family and
dishes — no effort is made
I spent a week in London,
to conceal this fact — conwhich is a popular foreign
tain KIDNEYS. We also
saw one dish with a sign
place to visit because they
AT WIT'S END
have learned to speak
next to it that said — I
Dave Barry swear I am not making this
some English over there.
Although frankly theyL™
up — "Spotted Dick."
have a long way to go. Often, when they get to the
The English are very good at thinking up silly
crucial part of a sentence, they'll realize that they names. Here are some actual stations on the London
don't know the correct words, so they'll just make Underground: Marylcbonc. Tooting Broadway, Picsome silly ones up. I had a lot of conversations that cadilly Circus, Cockfosters, Frognal, Goodge Street,
Mudchute, Barking and East Ham. Londoners are
sounded like this:
ME: Excuse me. Could you tell us how to get to apolegctic about their underground, which they beBuckingham Palace?
lieve has become filthy and noisy and dangerous, but
BRITISH PERSON: Right You go down this which is in fact far more civilized than the average
street here, then you nip up the weckershams.
American wedding reception. At the height of rush
ME: We should nip up the weckershams?
hour, people on the London underground actually say
BRITISH PERSON: Right. Then you take your "excuse me." Imagine what would happen if you tried
first left, then you just pop 'round the gorn-and- an insane stunt like that on the New York City subscrumblcs, and, Jack's a doughnut, there you are!
way. The other passengers would take it as a sign of
ME: Jack's a DOUGHNUT?
weakness, and there'd be a fight over who got to keep
BRITISH PERSON: Right.
your cars as a trophy.
Also they have lot of trouble with pronunciation,
Our primary cultural activity in London was
because they can't move their jaw muscles, because changing money. We had to do this a lot because the
of malnutrition caused by wisely refusing to eat Eng- dollar is very weak. Europeans use the dollar primarilish food, much of which was designed and manufac- ly to apply shoe polish. So every day we'd go to one
tured in medieval times during the reign of King Wal- of the money-changing places that are all over Lonter the Mildly Disturbed. Remember when you were don, and we'd exchange some dollars for British monin junior high school, and sometimes the cafeteria ey, which consists of the "pound" and a wide variety
workers would open up a large Army-surplus food of mutant coins whose sizes and shapes are unrelated
can left over from the Spanish-American War and to their values, and then we'd look for something to
serve you a scary-looking dish with a name like eat that had been invented in this century, such as piz"Tuna Bean Prune Cabbage Omelet Casserole Sur- za, and we'd buy three slices for what we later realprise?"
ized was $247.50, and then we'd change some money
Well, they still have a LOT of food like that over again. Meanwhile, the Japanese tourists were exin England on permanent display in bars, called changing THEIR money for items such as Westmin"pubs," where people drink for hours, but nobody ster Abbey.
ever eats. We saw individual servings of pub food
that we recognized from our last visit, in 1978. Some
BARRY page 11
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Letters to die Editor
Business club ditches fund raiser,
exhibits 'extremely poor taste*
To die editor:

A few weeks ago. 1 participated as a volunteer for the
March of Dimes Celebrity Serve, a unique fundraiser for
the fight against birth defects. Two campus
organizations, Pi Sigma Epsilon (a marketing fraternity)
and the Hotel/Restaurant Management Club, as well as
myself signed up for the event at the Sheraton, where
four PSE members and only two HRM members attended
the function.
Approximately an hour after the event began, the two
HRM members left, claiming they "had things to do,"
without informing any of the March of Dimes
representatives. On the other hand, the PSE members and
myself worked until the closing of the event. I felt the
attitude and behavior of the HRM members to be in
extreme poor taste and very unprofessional behavior.
Even though these students were volunteers, the HRM
members should have realized and upheld the
commitment they made to the March of Dimes. As an
individual not affiliated with either of these
organizations, I feel no bias in stating that the PSE
members should be commended for an excellent job and
foT representing the university so well. Maybe the HRM
members should reconsider their future occupation,
because as one volunteer from the faculty of JMU stated.
Those girls will never make it in the real world."
Allison Knight
junior
internatlonal affairs/pre-med

'Something to digest* not found
in 'ankle-deep* weekly column
To the editor:
There are four areas in The Breeze that all students seem
to flock to — the comics, Policelog, classified ads and
editorial page. The Far Side is always witty, certain
criminal charges (i.e. indecent exposure) are amusing,
and well wishes and little quips in the personals are
interesting. The first three are good for a laugh every
week; sadly, so is the editorial page.
The purpose of the editorials, as I have understood it,
and even come to expect, is to be a critically informative
and thought-provoking piece of writing. Each week, I
look forward to the opinion page, looking for
something that will make me think. However, contrary
to Laurel Wissinger's belief, reading about how exciting
it is to watch men view football or how being sick at
school "sucks" is not instigating any response other
than outrage. At the beginning of the semester, I thought
the editor would ease the reader into some depth. But
unfortunately, it is all too easy to wade through the
ankle-deep column every week. Let's cut the torn foolery,
Laurel. Leave the wit to Dave Barry. Give the readers
something to digest, rather than regurgitate. I'm sure
there are issues a little more pressing than the lack of
Mom's chicken noodle soup, so please find them!
Andrew vanEsselstyn
freshman

communication

Up on recycling, down on EARTH
Good habits, including recycling,
are cause for encouragement
To the editor:
In this hectic and tumultuous world in which a
student's greatest fears may range from a reinstated
draft to a mountain of final exams right around the
corner, it seems it would take a great deal of effort to
help protect and preserve our fragile environment.
It is encouraging to see students and the
administration alike actively taking steps to recycle
some of the many waste materials used by people at
JMU. As anyone living here on campus has probably
noticed, bins have been placed outside the residence
halls for the collection of cans, glass and some types
of plastic. The materials and the university personnel
who provide the needed transportation of the materials
are greatly appreciated and vitally necessary. Also
appreciated and necessary are those people who have
taken the time to save their cans and bottles to be
recycled. I urge others to participate in this endeavor.
Now is the time for everyone to form habits that are
environmentally conscience, which include recycling.
As educated and hopefully enlightened people, it is our
responsibility to take the initiative and to set the
example in matters of the environment.
Robert Toomer
freshman
communication

'Get your act together,' EARTH
— lake petition missed the facts
To the editor:
I was sitting in the commons area one day last week
when I witnessed the environmental group EARTH
petitioning JMU to clean up Newman Lake. I have
never seen a better display of true ignorance in my
entire life. EARTH says Newman Lake is polluted and
filled with sediment. True, but the blame is not only

Student Government Association's
fall financial statement released
To the editor:
As the SGA treasurer, I am constitutionally obligated
to submit for publication the SGA Financial Statements
for November and March.
As of Nov. 1, the Student Government Association
Financial Statement read:
Revenue (from Student Activities fees): $33,045.
Expenses: $17,914.
Current balance: $15,131.
We have spent more than half of the money allocated
to us before the first .half of the year is over. This is
because we have spent, and/or not completely recovered,
money for unbudgeted expenses such as the Campus
Bank Policy ($1,320), the Rick Miller Leadership

the construction site behind Valley Mall but also from
the rest of the valley in which Harrisonburg is located.
Yes, there is an investigation into why such a large
extent of land was bulldozed behind the mall. But the
sediment coming from that site is peanuts compared to
the overall picture. If EARTH had actually done a little
research before the bitching commenced, they would
know Newman Lake filling with sediment is not an
unusual thing. All man-made or natural lakes fill up
with sediment eventually. It's natural — there's a
popular EARTH word!
The geography department also has an impressive
amount of data concerning the Harrisonburg area. It's
called G.I.S. (Geographical Information System). This
system has very detailed maps that show
Harrisonburg, JMU and the surrounding terrain.
Anyone can draw information from G.I.S. concerning
percentages of bare soil, asphalt or different varieties
of vegetation. This information is concrete evidence
as to who is responsible for Newman Lake's problems
— Mother Nature. As for the pollution, blame
yourselves and the community. Fertilizers, raw sewage
and concentrated acid rain are impossible to strain
from the groundwater. To reduce these pollutants
means dealing with local industries, farmers and
anyone with a septic tank.
EARTH needs to look at the entire environment
rather than narrow-mindedly blaming one construction
site. You people need to get your act together and stop
misleading other JMU students who signed your
petition. You make yourselves, as well as the other
petitioning students, appear foolish. It's fine and
dandy to express your concern for a cleaner
environment, and I respect that. However, petitions
like "Save Newman Lake" keep people like myself
from joining your organization.
Fred Moore
junior
geography

Seminar, t shirts and two large, budgeted, one-time
expense — the Conference on Student Services and the
SGA's contribution to the University Calendar.
Mark Chernisky
senior
public administration

IL<sHtt<S!rs
Deadlines for all letters will be
noon Mondays and Fridays.
Due to space concerns, responses should be
limited to 350 words or less.
The Breeze reserves the right to
edit all letters for clarity and space.

Barry.
CONTIHMZ.D from page 10

In the interest of broadening our 10-year-old
son's cultural awareness, we visited some important
historic sites, including the Tower of London, the
Dungeon and Madame Tussaud's Wax Museum, all
of the which are devoted to explaining in clinical
detail how various historic members of royalty
were whacked into small historic pieces. English
history consists largely of royal people getting their
heads chopped off, which is why members of the
royal family now wear protective steel neck inserts,
which is why they walk the way they do.

Needless to say, this brand of history was hit
with our son. He especially enjoyed the "Jack the
Ripper" lour that we took one night with a very intense guide. "Right on this spot is where they found
the victim's intestines," she'd say. "And right here is
where they found the liver, which is now part of the
food display of that pub over there."
Another cultural activity we frequently engaged
in was looking the wrong way before attempting to
cross streets. The problem is that in America, people drive on the RIGHT side of the street, whereas
in London, they drive on BOTH sides of the street.

using hard-to-see cars about the size of toaster ovens. The best way to handle this, as a tourist, is to
remain on one side of the street for your entire visit,
and see the other side on another trip.
But I definitely recommend London for anybody
who enjoys culture and could stand to lose a few
pounds. I learned many things that will be of great
value to me, not just personally, but also professionally, and I'm not saying that just to be polite to
the English. I'm saying it because of Internal Revenue Service regulations.
© The Miami Herald
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A second look at the nature of the system
I'm not carrying the Greek mantle. Nor am I
speaking on behalf of the Row, or even for my own
fraternity. Lambda Chi Alpha. On both accounts, it
would be impractical and conceited to believe every
Greek would agree with what I have to say.
But I respect the hell out of my brotherhood, and I'd
feel remiss if I stood silent while the editorial pages
are cluttered with half-cocked tirades against
fraternities by people who aren't in the position to
know what they're about. Issues raised over fraternity
door policies consistently belie a greater apprehension
on the part of the non-Greek community, as to what
purpose fraternities serve.
It's hard to answer what the attraction of a fraternity
is. By nature, it's kind of secretive, and reclusive and
it takes a lot of hard work to become a brother. My
aunt put me on the spot a couple of weeks ago. She
has two sons — one a Pi Kappa Phi, the other a
Kappa Sigma. "Why," she asked, "is everything so
secretive? What are fraternities all about?"
Knowing the secrets, I said, is a privilege you have
to earn. They aren't handed out. And as for what
fraternities are about: parties rank a distant third
behind having a place to turn to when times get
rough and retreiving some lost trust in fellow men.
It's a relief network of uncommon people with
common interests.
When I have a hard time finding anything to
reaffirm my faith in people, the brotherhood helps me
to see there are a lot of things to be thankful for. I've
found there are three constants that help me through
the doldrums and rigamorale of life ... my family,
girlfriend and fraternity. At times, to be honest, each
trades place in order of importance.

SO IT GOES
|s^a

«y

-Matt Wasneiwski

You don't join a fraternity to drink beer and screw
— you can do that at a dorm, without SO or so guys.
To say that all members are conformists — which is
an oft-used argument — is a misnomer. There're
winners and losers, extroverts and introverts, athletes,
drinkers, non-drinkers, bookworms, workers,
slouchers, guys with money, guys without money,
funny guys, serious guys and some guys who just
plain need a new haircut Not everyone agrees on
every issue — from door policy right on down to
voting for potential members. Sorta sounds just like
society at large, huh?
The only thing that outsiders choose to see is the
party room. At best, they see fraternities at their
worst. When they draw hasty conclusions —
something JMU students have a knack for doing —
they fail to see that what happens in our party rooms
is no different from what happens at off-campus
parties or suite parties in Garber, White or Ikenberry.
Not everyone gets in and morals are, at times, left by
the wayside. Alcohol is the all-equalizing influence,
no matter where you drink it
Unfortunately, due to our nature . . . outsiders do
not see, or wish to see, the trips to retirement homes,
the study halls, the hours spent cleaning up a stretch
of country road, the alumni helping to set up job

interviews for a graduating senior or the support for a
brother whose family member has died.
Nor do the outsiders, who visit only on Friday and
Saturday nights, take the phone calls from the
national fraternity office or FIPG officials — phone
calls inquiring why an underage guest slipped through
the door and was served. Similarly, guests are not
finanacially liable for everyone in the party room,
like most fraternity presidents and social chairmen
are. Simply, we invite who we want because we've
taken ultimate responsibility for what goes on in the
room. Period.
I'm not belittling people who aren't in fraternities.
Ultimately, every semester we have to draw on
non-Greeks as future brothers. I also know there are
problems that exist As a group the fraternities — and
sororities — have to improve their collective public
image. I've beard so many times the argument "If
independents only knew what we're all about what
our ritual is all about." There's no need. We should
show the JMU community what we're about by the
way we act — that should be the indicator of what
each of our families stands for. Instead, we
continually shoot ourselves in the foot with a hazing
incident or door policy dispute.
If you're an interested non-Greek, come rush in
January, and get to know our values and ideals.
Maybe your participation can improve the situation.
We owe you the courtesy to invite you in our doors
and give you the opportunity to learn what we're
about Students and faculty alike should take us up on
the offer.
You don't have to sneak in the back door. The front
door, you'll find, is as open as your mind is.

Spend money on sanctions, not lives on war
I'd like for you to do me a small favor, now and as
you walk around campus and sit in classes today.
Imagine every male you see, and some of the women,
both friend and stranger, with a bullet hole in their
chest or with a leg blown off or maybe screaming in
agony as poison gas reaches his lungs. Then think
about what's going on in the Persian Gulf and the
thousands of young Americans, most of whom are
college-aged, that could be dying there soon.
In fact, if you want to get a proper sense of the
tragedy we are faced with, according to the one
estimate I've heard, you would need to imagine every
male student at JMU, every male student at Tech and
an additional few thousand young men meeting their
deaths, not to mention the tens of thousands who will
be wounded or maimed if we go to war with Iraq.
Now I realize what a lot of you are thinking, and
I'll let you know now, I am not a peacenik. I also
realize this is not exactly what people want to read
during the holiday season. But war is a serious
matter, and it's probably not what most of our troops
want to deal with right now either. We as a nation
have to decide if we are willing to go to war to free
Kuwait and tame Hussein, and, more importantly, we
need to decide if we are willing to sacrifice all those
lives before giving sanctions and other peaceful
measures the opportunity to achieve success.
To use a term my political science professors have
been throwing at me all semester, I realize that the
Persian Gulf crisis has little salience into the lives of
most college students; the only time it affects most
of us is when we go to the gas pumps. However, a
look at the holiday greetings recently printed in The
Breeze reveals that many students have fathers.

GUEST COLUMNIST
-Brian Moore
brothers or close friends in Saudi Arabia. If there is a
war in the Persian Gulf, it will touch all of us in the
end, and while war is not at all certain, President
Bush has made it a lot more likely.
Shortly after Iraq invaded Kuwait America and the
world decided on a course of action: forces would
prevent further aggression while economic sanctions
were put in place with die goal of eventually forcing
Iraq to pull out When this course of action was
chosen, everyone knew that sanctions are very slow
acting measures that would possibly take a long time
(perhaps a year?) to force Hussein to retreat. Bush, by
ordering an additional 200,000 American troops to
Operation Desert Shield and cajoling the Security
Council into authorizing the use of force after Jan. 15
has all but guaranteed that the United States will not
be able to wait that long. A virtual ultimatum has
been issued.
Bush is being increasingly criticized for this lack of
patience, and to some extent this is justified. But to a
large extent the American public is forcing his hand.
He knows that if he wants any chance of being
re-elected, he cannot afford to have much more
patience than the American public has, and the
American public has just about run out of patience.
We like quick fixes, and when Bush couldn't provide

one his popularity rating promptly fell 30 points.
The budget fiasco accounts for a fair bit of this drop,
but most of it stems from the "endless" (four months
to date) crisis in the Gulf.
However, if Bush orders the invasion of Kuwait
without a formal declaration of war from Congress,
then he will deserve condemnation. This is not a
"police action" we are contemplating, and the
Constitution makes it clear that the decision of
whether or not to wage war lies with the
representatives of the people in Congress.
There is no denying that Hussein should give up
every inch of Kuwaiti soil and return it to the
legitimate government I feel that this is one of the
few cases since World War II in which the United
States is justified in taking military action, but
military action should be the last resort. The U.N.
charter clearly states violent force shall only be
employed when all peaceful measures have failed or
are certain to fail, and this same position has been put
forth again and again by Bush and other world leaders.
But forget the ideals for a minute: we are talking
about American lives here. They should not be asked
to die because we don't have the patience to out-wait
Hussein. Every bit of evidence suggests his
stockpiles are close to running out as a result of the
sanctions, and when they do, it's all downhill for
Hussein. We, the American people, need to realize
some problems take time to solve and spending
money to enforce sanctions and protect is better than
spending lives to save time.
Brian Moore is a sophomore majoring in
international affairs.
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Gather around and meet the Cute Generation
TTiey come from all walks of life. They are of both
sexes. They are on all rungs of the economic ladder.
They are the high school cheerleaders with the
terminally happy personalities, always trying to sell
just one more "spirit bank" or any other item that has
nothing to do with the school or sport they represent.
They are the self-proclaimed "raging deadheads" who
are "hating it hard" because they have to "bolt" early
from the "gig." They are the hairy-chested townies
with the "Lee surrendered, I didn't!" bumper stickers
glued to the fender of their four-wheel drive Chevys
with the band of buddies roosted in the back shouting
obscenities to possible prom dates as they cruise by.
These groups have and will continue to plague
society consisting mostly of decent folk such as you
or me. But just when you thought you had enough of
these people, one more group has risen to add to our
complications. This group is known simply as the
Cute Generation.
You know the types — the ones with the cute
Garfield dolls stuck to the cute little windows of their
cute VW bugs. Their favorite colors are pink and any
other bright pastel that fills their world with glee.
Their favorite pastimes include snacking on "bite-"
and "fun-size" candy and filling out mounds of
publishing house sweepstakes shouting, "You can't
win if you don't play" as their battle cry!
When they aren't strolling the neighborhood with
their freshly-tailored French poodles, the female
version of the Cute Generation can be found "doing
lunch," rearranging their collection of porcelain
figurines ($29.95 each — a steal on QVC home
shopping network or composing cute little songs on
their cute little push button phones).

GUEST COLUMNIST
-Mark Foard
The male form of this species is usually at the
office, attending stress seminars or making his
biweekly appointment with his "hair stylist."
Although not politically outspoken, the cute
generation is strongly in favor of combating dreadful
illnesses like patterned baldness. The very thought of
this plague causes them to scrunch their cosmetic
eyewear right up against those cute skin-grafted noses
of theirs.STTLL TALKING ABOUT GUYS, THIS
SEEMS A STRANGE COMMENT THEN/DJ They
also are opposed to such un-American acts as
flag-burning — even though the last time they
actually saw their flag, it was stored somewhere in
the garage behind the "garden weasel" and the rowing
machine. They are the Joe and Joan Sunshine of
middle-class suburbia, and yes, they are for real.
BUT MARK DO THESE PEOPLE REALLY
HAVE AN EFFECT ON SOCIETY?
One had better believe it! Take Vanna White for
example. As co-host of "Wheel of Fortune," Vanna
has vaulted into the public eye after accomplishing
nothing significant. In the past year, she starred in her
own made-for-television movie, became a best-selling
author and topped numerous lists as an idol of
America's youth. To imagine that all of this could
happen to someone whose major purpose in life is to

execute "vowel movements" on national television!
Granted she does wave her hand in a respectable
manner, but does this account for the notoriety Vanna
has received? But let's remember, Vanna is cute!
The cute generation has made an impact on
technology as well. Despite the tedious hours
scientists have spent on research, the invention that
has garnered the most attention is the recent addition
of the pump toothpaste container. The selling points
of the pump container are that it is both fun and easy
to use — as if there was something incredibly
difficult about squeezing a tube in the first place! But
let us not forget, the pump is indeed cute!
A final impact of the cute generation was seen in
the advertising world with the advent of Bud Lite's
Spuds MacKenzie several years ago. Has Spuds ever
shown how exceptional Bud Lite tastes? Has anyone
ever seen Spuds actually sip the beer? Has anyone
ever seen Spuds do anything? Yet Spuds MacKenzie
remains, to this day, America's number one party
animal! This title wouldn't have anything to do with
Spuds being cute, would it?
BUT MARK AREN'T YOU TAKING THIS
THING A BIT TOO FAR?
Maybe I am. Maybe I am paranoid in a world that
is already corroded by cheerleaders, deteriorated by
deadheads and ruined by rednecks. Maybe you're right,
but don't bother me when the Cute Generation takes
over! I'll be too busy hanging out in my pick-up,
listening to Jerry Garcia tunes, while I count the
spare change that has accumulated in my spirit bank
Sophomore Mark Foard got his view of cynical
optimism from being an Atlanta Braves fan.
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Tis the season for joy, family and underwear
I sure am looking forward to Christmas this year.
Not just to Christmas Day, but to the vacation that
precedes and follows the day. Unfortunately, I
probably will be spending my well-deserved vacation
working so I will have a dollar or two for some
Gatti's when I come back to school. Yes, once again I
will enter the real world and Find out that college is
really not so bad. I hope so, because with exams,
papers and last-minute tests, the doubt is high.
Each year it seems the Christmas season starts
sooner and sooner. For example, I went into the card
shop before Halloween and along with the scary
costumes and pumpkin decorations, Santa and his
band of merry elves were encouraging me to start that
shopping early. Santa was even in the mall during the
week of Thanksgiving — I guess he really gets
around in his old age.
Everything is advertising that Christmas is here,
including that new Pepsi "Christmas" can. Even
though I'm not a Pepsi drinker, you and I know you
have to buy one. One of the cans even has "Winter
Wonderland" on it. So I go lo Mr. Chips, get a Pepsi
and stroll through the campus singing "Winter
Wonderland" to the amazement of everyone I pass. I
always hear them whisper, "It's exam time — stress,
you know."
I guess I never really get into the Christmas mood
until, say, Dec. 24, when I start to do my Christmas
shopping. This is the day when you go into a store,
and battle with other forgetful shoppers over the last
scarf/glove set or fragrance collection. You have to
really be a patient person to shop during the
Christmas season (from Halloween to January). But
what I don't get is these people who go shopping the

jo

want. She then cross-references our list with her list
of things she thinks we need. Underwear is always at
the top of her list, needless to say. Then I have to say
things like, "Oh, yeah those are some great Fruit of
the Looms, uh, where's the Nintendo?" I don't want
to be ungrateful, but underwear is just not an exciting
present (well depending on the kind you are getting).
Of course by now. Mom is angry and repeating
over and over to my brother and sister, "Well if he
doesn't want them, I am sure I can find somebody
who will want them and appreciate them too!" When
I hear this, I know I am in trouble, so I rush to my
room and put on my Christmas present It may not
be a Nintendo, but it is the thought that counts. After
I model my new briefs, the festivities began.
We all sit down to the big Christmas dinner and
then spend the rest of the day burping and watching
holiday television. Usually during this time, we will
start our bickering over whether we are going to
watch "It's a Wonderful Life" or "Perry Como Sings
His Favorite Christmas Songs and Variety Show."
My personal favorite is "Garficld's Christmas," but
my family usually won't let me watch it. Anyway,
this is what Christmas is all about
Despite all of the commercialism and pre-holiday
stress, Christmas is my favorite holiday (besides the
birthday thing, of course). You get to see your
family, eat like a wild animal, and you get presents.
But that is not the real reason that Christmas is so
good, it is a holiday that brings people together and
makes people thankful for what they have. Yes, I am
even thankful for the underwear.

LARGE AND IN CHARGE
Jamie Crim

day after Christmas. What are they thinking?
I don't know about you, but the day after Christmas
is the last day that I would want to go shopping.
There is confusion and mayhem, and everyone is
returning those wonderful glove/scarf sets and
fragrance (Eau du Barfo) collections. I return nothing.
I simply throw whatever it is into my closet and give
it to some lucky person as a gift the next year. Hey,
there is probably stuff up in my closet that has been
passed around at Christmas since the 1970s.
But the best fun of all is watching others open the
gifts you give them. It is the one moment where
decorum dictates that they be nice to you, no matter
what you got them. Amid the shouts of "It's the
thought that counts," and "You can always return it,
where's the receipt?" you know when you give a gift
that the person doesn't like as soon as it is opened.
As the wrapping comes off, a big, cheese-filled smile
envelopes their face. "Oh, this is so nice, I can really
use this." Yeah right, I am sure you can always use
another fragrance collection made in 1978. I don't
care, they already come packaged, and the wrapping is
pretty easy — a bow stuck in the middle and ready to
goMy mother has a different way of giving gifts. She
always tries to gel us to make a list of the things we

Beat the EXAM WEEK BLUES at...i

Jamie Crim wishes everyone a happy holiday season.
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Business fraternities offer professional fun
TttWBwg

„__
staff writer

The 230 men and women of JMU's business
fraternities enjoy the bonds of brotherhood despite not
being as well-known as other campus Greek
organizations.
The three business fraternities — Delta Sigma Pi,
Phi Chi Theta and Pi Sigma Epsilon exist to
strengthen their members' business skills and to
provide a professional atmosphere where people with
similar interests can gather and communicate,
according to D'Arcy Rogers, a senior marketing major
and president of Pi Sigma Epsilon.

Existing JMU Business
Fraternities

Delta Sigma Pi

"The purpose of Delta Sigma Pi is twofold,'' said
Jeff Kirkland, a senior accounting information
systems major and brother of Delta Sigma Pi. "First
we desire to foster and further our members' study of
business and all of its aspects, and secondly we
encourage and promote social activity to enrich
brotherhood."
He added that brothers encourage participation in the
College of Business through faculty contact, as well
as aiding the community through service projects.
Any business major with a cumulative GPA of at
least 2.5 is eligible to join Delta Sig. Obtaining a bid
is extremely competitive, with an average of 120
rushees per semester carved down to a pledge class of
15 to 28, Kirkland said.
"We have no quotas on the size of the pledge class,"
he added. "We take anyone who we believe is right for
our organization."
Pledges must interview all the brothers and have
them sign a special pledge book. They are expected to
wear their pledge pin at all times and dress
professionally at all formal events, according to
Thong Nguyen, a sophomore finance major and
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pledge of Delta Sig.
In addition, the pledge class must conduct two
fund-raisers and complete two service projects.
"I pledged mostly because of the people in the
organization," Nguyen said, adding that the business

aspects also are very important
Delta Sig brothers are taught how to "get ahead of
the game and prepare early for the career after JMU,"
said Kirkland.
For example, they help members pick appropriate
majors and aid in the resume creation process.
"Delta Sig has a very strong brotherhood, which
provides lots of support for the members," Kirkland
said. He added that they have a strong alumni
program, with several functions each semester
designed to bring them back to interact with the new
members.
Currently, there are about 70 brothers and pledges.
Delta Sigma Pi was founded Nov. 7, 1907 at New
York University and incorporated under New York
laws. It was founded at JMU in 1974, with Bill
Whitehead as the first president The current adviser is
Dr. Don-Rice Richards, associate professor of
accounting. Delta Sig has 77 brothers and pledges.
Phi Chi Theta
"The purpose of Phi Chi Theta is to promote
professionalism in business conduct provide service
to the community and enrich the bonds of
brotherhood," said Kevin Robertson, a senior
accounting major and Phi Chi Theta pledge.
Like Delta Sig, Phi Chi Theta requires its pledges
to carry at least a 2.5 cumulative GPA. However,
they must be business majors to be eligible,
according to Carl Woodson, senior Finance major and
president of Phi Chi Theta. "Getting a bid is rather
competitive but only because of limited space," he
said.
Pledges must wear their pledge pin and carry a
paddle at all times, and they are required to interview
all brothers and have them sign the paddle in order to
be initiated, according to Robertson. The pledge class
FRATERNITIES page 19

Dominion Business School expands service
Krfsten Simmon

stqffwriter

Over the past 14 months. Dominion
Business School has greatly increased
its enrollment
When Beta Services of Birmingham,
Ala., took over operation of the school
in October, 1989, there were about 35
students. That number has increased to
150 today and continues to grow daily.
Dominion offers an accredited
one-year program to people who want
to learn the skills necessary for a job
but don't have enough time to invest
in a four-year college. It offers classes
in accounting, small business
management, office and computer
skills and other similar subjects.
Local offices also send current
employees to Dominion to update their

skills, usually computer-related, in
order to progress with modern
technology and make the office more
efficient
Pat Thomas, admissions director for
Dominion, said the school's programs
are beneficial to its students as well as
to the city of Harrisonburg.
"We work closely with the business
community to find out what their
needs are," she said.
With many new professionals
coming to Harrisonburg, Dominion
places a large number of its graduates
in positions with medical offices and
legal firms. The McNulty law firm
alone has employed three Dominion
graduates.
Dominion graduates benefit from
lifetime work placement assistance.

All but two of this September's 12
graduates now have jobs, and many of
these were found before graduation.
Thomas does a lot of recruiting for
students at high schools and blue-collar
companies, where people may be
looking for better opportunities or
different situations to be more
compatible with their skills. She said
people often will come to her office
having been out of high school for a
couple years, and they realize that they
lack the proper skills for competition
in the job market.
Carolyn Davis is now a typical
Dominion accounting student, but she
worked at Wrangler until the plant shut
down.
Davis never gave much thought to
doing anything else until she was
laid-off and then realized her limited

amount of abilities.
"What I had learned in high school
was old-time stuff," she said. "In the
job market today, you have to have
computer skills."
Her tuition is paid for by the Private
Industry Council, a government agency
that helps retrain people who lost jobs
due to plant shutdowns.
Going to school has opened a whole
new world for Davis. "Everybody gets
along really well here," she said. "I
look forward to going to class — I
hate to see (he weekends come!"
Dominion employees 13 full- and
part-time faculty. Many are JMU
teachers or graduates. Classes run
Monday through Thursday, and the
average student takes about 20 hours a
week.
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Harrisonburg responds to first tattoo shop
Paul Arrington
stqffwriter
The valley has embraced the concept of tattoos —
many people have been seen with them since the
opening of a tattoo shop in the area three months
ago.
Jeff Wickemeyer, a senior psychology major at
JMU, received his tattoo two months ago. "A lot of
people say, 'I don't really like tattoos, but that
recent one makes me think about getting one,'"
Wickemeyer said. Then he tells people he got it at
T J.'s Demographics, located on the comer of North
Main and Elizabeth streets in Harrisonburg.
Wickemeyer's art is culled from a Marillion album
cover; a colorful jester removing its mask. Tiny
lines enclose brilliant specks of red, green and blue.
The TJ. stands for Tattoo Jim," the 38-year-old
proprietor at the shop. Though bom James August
Warsing Jr., he prefers to use Tattoo Jim — TJ. for
short— as his professional name.
TJ. started painting and drawing when he was
eight and continued in traditional art until he was
20. At that time T J. learned his tattooing trade from
an artist when he was stationed in Illinois during the
early '70s.
He opened his first shop in his hometown of
Painesville, Ohio, in 1972. Since then he has owned
three other shops in Texas, Illinois and Florida. He
moved to Harrisonburg to be close to his relatives
in the Shenandoah Valley.
The shop has been open for about three months
and business tends to be up and down. Sometimes
the shop is empty for most of the day. The most
clients in one day has been eight.
TJ. orders about $300 worth of supplies every .
month. Two articles in the Daily News-Record and
one advertisement in WXJM's Back to the B... has

helped. Every day customers come in for tattoos or
call to make appointments, TJ. said.
Wearing a black beret, work slacks and a collared
shin, TJ. is a stark contrast to what he calls the
stereotypical tattoo artist. "I'm a professional from
square one."
Throughout his career, TJ. has emphasized
cleanliness, professionalism and respect for his trade
and his clients. The shop is divided into two
sections, the tattooing area and the waiting room
The waiting room is contains two couches and a
rack full of design books and tattoo magazines.
TJ. has seen to it that the tattooing area looks
more like a doctor's office than the stereotypical
tattoo parlor. The walls are painted white and the
room is clean and brightly lit. His guns, inks and
sterilizing machines are arranged neatly on a table in
front of a mirror.
Since Harrisonburg had never had a tattoo shop
before, the city has no Health Board regulations to
maintain them. But TJ. has bills of health from
other states who do regulate the shops, and TJ.
visited the Harrisonburg Board to show rules and
regulations from other states to explain how his
business operates.
In addition to the Board of Health approvals, his
practice has been approved by doctors and registered
nurses around the country. Darlene Warsing, a
registered nurse who practices in Virginia and West
Virginia, sponsors his work and recommends his
services to those seeking to have tattoos removed.
"It must be that way," TJ. said. "For people to
understand that this is not back alley kind of
establishment"
The number of people getting tattoos is not
decreasing, TJ. said. This is evident from the
number of artists doing them. "When I first started

Warsing carefully tattoo* a unicorn on the upper right arm of "Mike.'
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JMU senior Jeff Wickemeyer proudly
displays his tattoo of "the clowns,"
shortly after recieving K from TJ.
out, there were about 360 of us [tattoo artists]. Now
there are about 12,000." The latter figure comes
from Spalding & Rogers, a New York-based
supplier.
TJ. adds that people are more conscious when
they get tattoos today. One reason is the permanence
of the work. "You mark people up," Warsing said.
"You do something wrong and if the law can't do
something, the people will," he said. "You won't
have these [fingers] around." He explains that there
are few individuals who will actually threaten an
artist who does poor work, but negative
word-of-mouth can help or destroy an artist's
business.
TJ. guarantees his work and provides a free tattoo
makeover for up to a year after the tattoo has been
applied.
People also are cautious to get a tattoo because of
their awareness of AIDS and other transferable
diseases. TJ. says that to his knowledge no person
has contracted any disease from the tattooing
process. All his equipment is sterilized before and
after the operation. The needle itself pierces only
three of the skin's seven layers, not far enough for
bacteria or viruses to get into the bloodstream.
The pain of getting a tattoo is legendary but
exaggerated, he said. Stories abound about sailors
getting drunk to bear the torment, but TJ. said the
needle feels like a cat scratch or a bee sting during
the work, and afterwards the skin feels sunburned.
TJ. also offers tattoo cover-ups, refurbishing and
removals. Tattoos are taken off the same way they're
put on — with the needle. This method is safer,
more attractive and less costly than surgical
removals, he said.
TJ.'s Demographics charges $50 per hour for
tattoo work and $50 per square inch for removals.
This has been the rate since the Harrisonburg shop
opened, and TJ. has no plans to increase prices.
Prices for jobs that take less than one hour are
discussed depending on the work.
TATTOOS pagel7
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New Telecom system is working on campus
Jennifer Fischer

staffwriter
Just after 11 p.m. on a Sunday early
in the semester, students desperately
try to call home so parents can send
enough money to last through
December. After hearing just busy
signals for an hour, it seems as if final
exams will arrive before a phone
connection.
JMU Telecommunications tried to
solve the problems of overloaded lines
and high costs with service changes in
September of this year. The campus
now seems to profit from the
difference.
AT&T service was switched to US
Sprint for all "0 plus" phone calls,
where a number is dialed after the 0 and
may be paid collect, by credit card or
billed to a third party.
"Our biggest concern is getting the
best service for the buck," said Tom
Bonadeo, director of JMU
Telecommunications.
The two main service goals of the
change were increased assistance to
students, and an end to fraudulent
billing, calls charged to the wrong
number.
Students receive more personalized
help with the new system because
operators are aware that incoming calls
are dialed from JMU, said Joyce Perry,
JMU Telecommunications service
manager.
"Students seem to be satisfied with
the services," she said. "More
customized service also has cut down
on the previous problems of fraudulent
billing."
Since the operator knows who places
the call, he can bill the student with
more accuracy. Only one or two
fraudulent calls have gotten through
the operator. Perry said.
"The reduction in fraudulent calls has
also saved money." she added.
Another goal of Telecom is more
lines to operators so students can get
through easier and quicker, Bonadeo
said.
"We will never be able to satisfy
everyone at peak times, like after 11
p.m., but we are hoping that added
lines will lessen the problem," he said.

Another added option for students
with the switch to US Sprint is the
ability to pay for calls by Visa or
Mastercard
Although US Sprint is not quite at
the performing level of AT&T,

telephone companies issue cards that
only AT&T can bill.
On the monetary side, Telecom saved
$20,000 by switching to US Sprint,
which charges the same rates as
AT&T.

JMU Telecommunications Network
JMUTeteoom recenty changed its bng cSstanoe service to
SpnnlHere is an e>planationofttTe new service ines.

RLE GRAPHIC

Telecom hopes to achieve that.
"US Sprint can do anything AT&T
can, but they are lacking in the ability
to handle every kind of call," Bonadeo
said.
US Sprint is not able to bill AT&T
corporate credit cards, and some small

US Sprint supplied and installed the
lines for free, while AT&T had charged
for the lines. JMU still uses AT&T
rates which are the standard, Bonadeo
said
Telecommunications service on
campus cost $4.50 a month plus long

distance charges.
"By cutting its costs, Telecom is
able to keep student costs low,"
Bonadeo said. The extra money goes to
additional equipment and maintenance.
JMU Telecommunication also
removed SO of the campus pay phones
and installed replacement phones in the
same places.
The new phones are more tamper
resistant and give students free local
service and access to long distance
lines. The pay phones were taken out
because Cornel, who owns the phones,
was not making any money from
them, Bonadeo said.
Perry said, "The new replacement
phones are really working well. There
has been little confusion on how to
use them, and we haven't had to replace
any of them."
Students were not asked their
opinion on what service to choose for
"0 plus" dialing. "Our decision to
switch to US Sprint was a business
decision comparable to any other the
university has to make. We didn't
think students would have been able to
make an informed decision," Bonadeo
said.
Students may think they could get a
better deal if they picked their own
phone company, but that's not true, he
said.
"If we gave students the opportunity
to choose their own phone company, it
would end up costing them more
money because of the lines that would
have to be installed," he said. "By
placing their trust in us, students can
get the best service for the price."
Telecom didn't send any official
• notices on the service changes, because
it felt that would only create
unnecessary confusion.
"The operators have been provided
with all the information they need to
help students, and the instructions for
dialing haven't changed," Bonadeo said.
Perry said, "it is usually Telecom's
policy to announce changes through
The Breeze as they did in September."
This year Telecom has had the
highest number of accounts and calls
and has provided the most amount of
service, she said.

Tattoos.

His largest trade was a '65 El Dorado for his
largest «vork, a back job for a man which included
dragons, figures and other images. "It took me over

T.J.'s advice to those thinking about getting
tattoos is to look around when there are other area
shops. He also encourages people to think twice
before getting tattoos of names of spouses and
boyfriends and girlfriends since those relationships
are sometimes short-lived. "I've had women who
have come back and had 'void' put over names," he
said.

a year to do and it was about $3,000 worth of
work," he said. He has accepted items from
televisions to couches to cassettes.

TJ. says he has no typical customer. Most people
think of bikers or service men as being the only
types to get tattoos. His more than 11,000 clients

CONTINUED from page 16

But cash isn't always necessary to get tattoos.
Warsing ha.« been known to barter and trade his
services for i. ems other than money.

include doctors, lawyers, law enforcement officials
and even grandmothers,
"The oldest was a 70-year-old woman," he said.
She had "flowers on her shoulder."
For those who want a design but not its
permanence, Warsing applies removable tattoos with
ink markers. They can be made to last from hours
to weeks after their application and usually cost
from $10 to $20. TJ. says people often get them
for costume parties or to play jokes on their friends.
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Madison Manor declares bankruptcy
BethPugh

,

stqffwnter

Madison Manor's business partnership recently
declared'restructuring bankruptcy and had to withdraw
its financial support for the complex. However,
residents in 16 privately owned condominium units
there will not be affected, said Eric Reedy, property
manager.
All the condos are individually owned, but managed
by Madison Manor.
The people living in these condo units were not
notified of the bankruptcy or the auction because it
would not affect their lease agreements even if the
units were to be sold. Reedy said.
"There is a clause in their lease that requires the new
owners to honor the old lease," Reedy said.
Since these events won't change this year's rental
agreements, students will be able to renew their leases
for next year under the same conditions of present
contracts.
"I've received verbal confirmation that we will still
be managing these," Reedy said. "But I have received
nothing in writing at this point
"The present leases and those in the future will not
be affected," he added.
Residents were not affected by the attempted auction
of an additional Madison Manor condo on Oct. 13.
The owner of that condo in the auction was
disappointed by the auction results because of the lack
of buyers, and he will probably sell through the real
estate market, Reedy said.
About 68 percent of the residents in the 96 total
units at Madison Manor are students from JMU.

BRAD WMSON/THE BREEZE

Madison Manor, of which 68 percent of the residents in the 96 total units are JMU students,
has been declared bankrupt. The bankruptcy will not the lease agreements of the residents.

JMU

EutHMMi*'*

Rt. 11 SOUth

All You Can Eat

Seafood Buffet

Fti±y59pm
featuring Qablq^spM^lii^arxlcfemstilps
-^B^5S:
!•!:!!

Only two left! - Model 8555-U31
$2399
2Mb memory, 80386SX (16 MHz) processor, one 3.5" diskette
drive (1.44 Mb), 30 Mb fixed disk drive, IBM Mouse, 8513
Color display, DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows 3.0, plus
additional software loaded and ready to go.

Printers in stock - limited quantities!
Proprinter III with cable — $349
Proprinter X24E with cable - $499
— LaserPrinter Model E with cable — $1039
(Computer Sales available only to JMU faculty,
staff, and students. Prices apply only to in stock
items while quantities last.)

^

Fabulous Surf 61 Turf Buffet
Saturday 5-9 pm
featuring: Crab legs, prime rib, spiced shrimp,
oven fried chicken, and broiled scallops

For only $13.50
Students & Faculty
Ckfn^ try our hmch buffet for a
quick home-cooked weal!
Morh-Flt 11:30 amr2:30pm
Entire Buffet $4.95
Soup, salad Si, sandwich $3.95
Call us at 434-2367
Banquet FadUbes Available for groups of 1O-500.
Fraternities & Sororities are welcome.
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HMlKiaa not WUCY-E»ch of rhew MvartiMd mn ■
required to be rudiy ■' rilfjll IMBM.II. e»ch Kroner Stor,»,
uoapl M ip»cific»lly noted in ttia ad. If w> do run out of ari
■dwtlMd item, wo wfll offor you your choice of a comparabte
hem, whan available, reflecting the aama aavinga or a rain
check which will entitle you to pucchaaa the advertiaed item at
the advertieed price within 30 days Only one vendor coupon
WD be accepted per item purchased
COPYRIGHT 1990 • THE KROGER CO ITEMS AND PRICES
GOOD SUNDAY. DEC. 2. THROUGH SATURDAY, DEC 8.
1980, IN HARRISONBURG. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES NONE SOLD TO DEALERS.

with Low Prices. And More.
125 SIZE

Florida Tangelos
OR 150 SIZE

Fresh Tangerines
BUY ONE

*

1-LB. PKG.
REGULAR OR THICK

Each

Kroger Meat
Bologna

VIRGINIA GROWN

Golden or Red
Delicious Apples
5*. Bag

1

•NONRETURNABLE BOTTLE?
'CAFFEINE FREE DIET COKE,
DIET COKE OR

Coca Cola
Classic

CHILLED
A

Kr

°9«ji\
/ Orange Juice
n

V /

Gallon

1
ARMOUR MICROWAVEABLE

Lunch Bucket
Meals

8.25-8.5-oz.
, Cup

ROLD GOLO PRETZELS OR FRITO LAY

Santhas
Tortilla Chips
260 SHEETS PER ROLL 2-PLY.

White Cloud
Bathroom Tissue

'.. 10-oz.

99°(
99

QQC
%%" %f%9

Fraternities
CONTINUED/rom page 15

worth a certain amount of points."

must also conduct a service project
and then raise money to buy a gift
for the fraternity.
The benefits of joining include the
professional events offered, social
activities, brotherhood and personal
benefits received from service
projects, according to Woodson.
There are alumni chapters located
in most major cities that offer
extended fraternal benefits to graduate
brothers.
"The friends you make in Phi Chi
Theta are usually some of the best
friends you make in college because
of the fellowship in our
organization,'' Woodson said.
Phi Chi Theta was founded in
1924 in Chicago, 111., and
incorporated in New York, with the
Alpha chapter located at Columbia
University.
JMU's chapter was founded in
1986 by students Greg Holden and
Mark Strife. Their adviser is Dr.
Faye Teer, an assistant professor of
IDS and the director of undergraduate
programs in the college of business.

He added that pledges must wear
their pin at all times, dress
professionally on Mondays, must
interview the six members of the
PSE executive council, 10 general
members and five pledges to join.
Robertson said, "PSE offers
students contacts through the Sales
and Marketing Executives
Association, a professional sales and
marketing organization, and provides
speakers, seminars, social activities
and brotherhood." He added that
"through this mentorship program
with SME, PSE allows brothers to
shadow professional, experienced
workers and to provide the
opportunity to build a job base."
The organization was founded in
Atlanta on May 14, 1952, by
professors at the University of
Georgia, and was founded at JMU in
1989 by 10 students and Dr. Buddy
LaForge, professor of marketing and
adviser to PSE.
There are currently 45 brothers and
pledges in PSE.

Pi Sigma F.psilon
"PSE tries to foster, promote and
strengthen good business skills,"
said Leigh Ann Robertson, a senior
marketing major and former
president of PSE said.
"Eventually all people must sell or
market something, whether it be
themselves to a company or a
product to potential customers," she
said.
"PSE emphasizes the selling and
marketing aspect of business."
The requirement to join PSE is a
minimum GPA of 2.1. The
fraternity is open to all majors, in
contrast to the other two existing
organizations.
Also, the fraternity has different
levels of membership — allowing
graduates, professors and
professionals membership in
addition to undergraduates to join.
"Getting a bid is not too
competitive because of PSE's
present size, but this will change in
the near future. Not a lot of people
are even aware of PSE yet, so
obtaining a bid is still rather
uncompetitive," Robertson said.
Keith Theilsen, sophomore history
major and PSE pledge, said, "PSE's
pledge period is done on a points
basis. Each pledge must accumulate
525 points to take the initiation test,
and each fraternity-related event

Alpha Kappa Psi
If approved, this new organization
would be known as Alpha Kappa
Psi. It was founded in 1904 at New
York University and has former
President Ronald Reagan as a
brother, according to James Rogers,
a junior CIS major and one of 17
people working on the new'
fraternity.
However, this new fraternity is
still pending approval on the
university and national levels. The
tentative adviser for Alpha Kappa
Psi is Lcnae Quillen-Blume, an
instructor in the Information and
Decision Sciences department
"We felt a need for another
business fraternity here," Rogers
said.
Leigh Ann Robertson concluded
that she would like to sec all three
business fraternities do things
together, which would provide a
great opportunity for interested
students.
For more information on existing
fraternities, contact the presidents; Pi
Sigma Epsilon- D'Arcy Rogers
433-7117; Phi Chi Theta - Carl
Woodson 568-7119; Delta Sigma Pi
- Bill Carlstrom 433-5965.
For more information on the
Alpha Kappa Psi project, contact
James Rogers at 568-7546 or Kim
Brown at 568-4545.

This is the last Breeze of the
semester. The next issue will
be Jan. 10, 1991.
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Play deals with struggle
to overcome barriers
JZDitingly thoughtful, "Fences" exposes raw human emotion.
The upcoming play in the Experimental Theatre, written by Yale
University's acclaimed August Wilson, involves the audience in a black
family's struggle in prejudiced America in the late 1940s.
The story spotlights Troy Maxson, the ominous but grudgingly
caring father of the family, portrayed by senior Eric Quander.
From the moment the play begins, the audience finds that Troy,
who is 53 years old, constantly has been forced to struggle in a
white society. His dreams of becoming a professional baseball
player were squelched not because he lacked talent — but
because he is a black man.
Working as trash collector, Troy resents not being
allowed to drive the truck like the white garbage
collectors. Troy has now redirected his goals toward
driving the truck, knowing that "life don't owe you
nothin', you owe it to yourself," and that one must
fight to achieve any worthwhile dream.
Troy's wife Rose, portrayed by senior Kriste
Peoples, and their son Cory, played by senior
Dan Bryant, are solely dependent on Troy's financial
support In addition, Troy must frequently aid his son
from a former marriage, Lyons, played by senior Troy
Nichols.
Senior Brian Hollingsworth plays Troy's
deluded brother Gabriel, who was brutally
injured in World War II and has a metal plate
in his skull.
Troy's sidekick Bono, played by senior
Scott Smith, works with him and also
depends upon Troy for support and
guidance.
Although the set is minimal in
"Fences," the emotion is anything
but spare. Each character is vital
to the play's themes and each
person evokes empathy and
understanding.
Bryant, who also is the
play's director, believes
that
even
though
"Fences"
centers
around a black
family,

"message is universal."
People build fences around themselves for protection
and security, and the play shows how such barriers
actually retard personal freedom, Bryant said. Each
character in "Fences" has enclosed himself inside an
individual dream which causes him trouble in

ackn<
In
of hi:
Rose
Fo
other

acknowledging the goals of others.
In one wrenching scene, Troy tells Rose he is the father
af his mistress' child. He explains his infidelity by telling
Rose his feelings of personal entrapment.
For Troy, the "other woman" was an outlet from his
atherwise monotonous world. Rose valiantly agrees to
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Senior Eric Quander and graduate student Scott Smith (left)
portray Troy Maxson and Bono, two struggling characters in
"Fences." (Above) Troy and his wife Rose, portrayed by
senior Kriste Peoples, argue about their troubled marriage.
mother the child and is loyal in the face of deceit.
The play shows the collapse of dreams, but as Lyons
says, "you've got to take the crookeds with the straights."
"Fences" shows how to pursue satisfaction in life by
maintaining strength of character. The players must
come to terms with the reality that their wishes may
not ever come true.
Even with such serious subject matter, "Fences'
is surprisingly humorous. The dialect perfectly
executed by the characters easily lends itself to
amusement, and the actors' expressions and
gestures are meaningful and well-timed.
The actors in the production arc excellent.
The binding chemistry between diem is
immediately evident and integral to the
play's success.
The acting is in no way contrived, false
or melodramatic — but is wholly
believable and natural. In less than one
month, it is amazing that this cast has
put together such a poignant
collection of deep expression.
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I^igs Dominion

Is Now Hiring
for 1991 Weekend and Summer Jobs

Visit Victor's Restaurant

During

SPECIAL INTERVIEW DAYS

Holiday Inn ~ Harrisonburg

Every
Friday & Saturday
Surf & Turf Buffet
• Crab Legs • Prime Rib
. Fried Cfucken • Vegetable
• Potato • Salad bar
• Dessert Table

$11.95

Kings Dominion Offers Excellent Benefits:
• Clean costume provided daily
• Great pay rate
• Opportunities to fulfill internship
• Employee activities
requirements
■ Opportunities to advance
■ Discounts on merchandise
• Bus transportation available
• Unlimited use of the park
from designated areas
• Complimentary tickets
• Help with carpools
• Credit for marketing and cooperative
• Time off for vacation
education programs
• Weekly schedules of 30-40 hours

# ^OUjCUCUi ^YITL Harrisonburg 434-9981
1 \

-mJ

I Pleasant Volley Road Hamsonirwg, VA 22801

10% Discount for Jtmei Madison Parentt and Students ^

New York Seltzer $0.49
Crystal Geyser Seltzers $039
Perrier Water $0.49
Bagels w I butter $0.59 -w I Cream cheese $0.89
Fritos Corn Chips (9 oz.) - Buy one, get one
FREE!

during the summer

For more information or an employment brochure, call or write:
Kings Dominion Personnel Department
P(l Box 2000- Dos well V* 23047- 804 876-5145
EOE

Join Mister Chips Coffee Crew
Mug and coffee $0.99 Refills $0.39
Fresh Popcorn $0.25
Fresh apples $0.40
Bulk Harmony Snacks $0.25

...and other nightly specials!!!
Conveniently located near the library and open until midnight every night for
on-campus study breaks!
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Music students compete in national contest
stqffwriter
There is music in the air and awards
in hand for several JMU music
industry students.
Four songs composed and produced
by students won a campus-wide
competition held by the Music
Industry Association. Last week, the
songs were sent to The National
Association of Recording Arts and
Sciences to compete in a much larger
competition.
"One of the biggest benefits [of the
competition] is that the people who
decide on the Grammys are judging
these songs," senior John Fishcll said.
Fishell was the engineer for senior
Greg Aylor's song "You Can Never
Let Me Say Goodbye," which was
chosen for the pop/contemporary
category. .-.«•.*
Graduate student Butch Taylor,
formerly the keyboard player for the
Richmond-based band "Secrets," wrote
and produced "Quality Time." He said
his song was inspired by his need to
spend time with his wife and children.
Taylor's entry was selected for national
competition in the jazz/big band
category.
Senior Robyn Martin wrote the
music and lyrics for another
award-winning song titled "Slow
Down." Based on a Baroque piece,
Martin's song contains a timely
message about the environment??.
Martin said she received a great deal
of help from her producer, senior Tony
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Senior Robert Rogan listens intently to graduate student Butch Taylor's composition, which was selected tor a
national music competition.

Greene.
"I want to stress that I wrote the
lyrics and melody, but my producer
created the whole product," Martin
said.
Greene said he was pleased with how
the song came together — the music,
the vocals and the theme.
"It is a really nice song, something
your mom would like," Greene said.
Tim Donovan was the engineer orr the
project.
The traditional category entry is

"Just Like You," an acoustic song
written by senior Robert Rogan and
engineered by senior Bill Bartoloiia.
"The idea came to me last year when
I was a junior and saw a lot of my
friends graduate," Rogan said. "The
song is about relationships changing."
Robert Smith, assistant professor of
music, coordinated the campus
competition. He also aided the students
in submitting their final projects to
national competition.
The recording process required much

time and patience for all of the
participants.
"It's not that its really hard, but
every time you change something you
have to listen to the whole song," said
Greene. "You might hear a song 50 or
60 times a night."
Judging for the competition will be
on or before Feb. 27, 1991. The
winning school in each category will
win a $10,000 educational endowment

Alice In Chains album possesses crushing guitar riffs
stqffwriter
i

Seattle must be a truly depressing place.
The newest rock mecca is Seattle, Wash., believe it
or not. But the music flowing from that rain-soaked
town is not material to invigorate the masses.
First came Soundgarden, buoyed by a Grammy
nomination and critical acclaim and driven by its
grungy power chords and dark, poetic lyrics. Now
emerging from the dark but different Seattle music
scene is Alice In Chains with its Columbia debut,
"FaceliftSeattle also is the home base of blossoming bands
Mudhoney and Mother Love Bone — but if any band
will cause Seattle to be known as anything more than
a home for good alternative metal, it will be Alice In
Chains.
Alice in Chains is more accessible sounding than
the other Seattle bands because its music is
less-tortured than Soundgarden and all-around better
than Mudhoney.
Alice In Chains is receiving big-time support from
Columbia Records. Whether or not they're worth it
remains to be seen.
Opening "Facelift" is the killer track "We Die
Young." This song typifies the kind of music that
Alice In Chains is all about: scary, dark lyrics and a
powerful guitar hook. For this song. Guitarist Jerry
Cantrell came up with one of the better riffs in the

history of heavy metal.
Cantrell's lyrics leave something to be desired,
however. He/goes out of his way to make his lyrics
rhyme — a device that there is way too much of in
music today.
His songs are a sort of musical equivalent to
"Nightmare On Elm Street." The murky, Jim
Morrison in hell-type poetry of Chris Cornell and
Soundgarden, Alice in Chains is not.

E
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From a lyrical standpoint, Alice In Chains fares
much better when vocalist Layne Staley writes the
words. Songs such as "I Can't Remember,"
"Confusion" and the particularly strong "Love, Hate,
Love" make up the best tracks on the disc because
they combine Staley's lyrics with Cantrell's
rock-heavy riffs.
Despite the fact that Staley's lyrics rhyme as much
as a pop artist's, Staley is a capable vocalist. His
guttural voice carries power but not enough force to
turn off fans of popular music. Overall, Staley's
vocals are a good compliment to Cantrell.
Like Staley, Cantrell has an alternative metal style.
Specializing in dark power chords — an increasing
trend in music today — Cantrell does not grind along
like Kim Thayil of Soundgarden, nor does he thunder
along at Metallica's lightening speed. Cantrell

chooses instead to meander along, throwing in a
capable and appropriate solo where needed.
Rounding out Alice In Chains is bassist Michael
Starr and drummer Sean Kinney. Starr is a competent
bassist — not exceptionally good, bad or original —
but competent.
Sean Kinney, while no prodigy, docs have an
interesting style that reminded this reviewer of Jane's
Addiction's Stephen Perkins. That may have
something to do with Alice In Chains' producer, Dave
Jerden, who also produced the latest release from
Jane's Addiction.
What Alice In Chains lacks is anything that makes
the listener wake up and think this band is something
special.
Alice In Chains promotional staff touts the band as
a great artistic metal band, a la Jane's Addiction. But
it simply lacks the art and originality of a Jane's
Addiction, and the poetry and power of Soundgarden.
An alternative band like Jane's Addiction can appeal
to the masses, but it must do so on its own terms.
Alice In Chains seems to be trying too hard to make
its music accessible yet hard-hitting.
The result is an album that is worth owning —
even if solely for die crushing guitar riffs — but is
not die next great thing.
Alice In Chains is, however, a far cry better than
the power-ballad cheese metal that gluts our airwaves
and video channels so it would not be a bad thing for
Alice In Chains also to hit it big.

A
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Coclophrw

Three new wavs
to survive college.

Cot*—^

A Macrto* Classic

\]
The Macintosh Classic

With Apples introduction of three new
Macintosh* computers, meeting the challenges of
college life just got a whole lot easier. Because
now, everybody can afford a Macintosh,
Thi-BTBHIBBiraireSlB
is our most affordable model, yet it
comes with everything you needincluding a hard disk drive. The
Macintosh I.C combines color capabilities
with aff( irdability And the IWMIflBHHIBl is
perfea for studenLs who need a computer with
extra power and expandability
No matter which Macintosh you choose,
you'll have a computer that lightens your work load
without gi\ing you another tough subject to
learn. Every Macintosh computer is easy to set up
and even easier to master. And when you've
learned one program, you're well on your way to
learning them all. That's because thousands of
available programs all work in the same, consistent
manner. You can even share information with
someone who uses a different type of computerthanks to Apple's versatile SuperDrive" which
reads from and writes to Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2,
and Apple' II floppy disks.
See the new Macintosh computers for
yourself, and find out how surviving college just g( X
a whole lot easier.

The Macintosh I.C

For more information contact the
^i^MailataNH*

^~~ _^^^^^~J
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African
Energy
Resources 1
I Oil
f Natural Gas
XCoal
'^ Cranium
4\ llvdm-UcctrK 1

JMU Bookstore
Warren Campus Center
568-3989

*

Trie power to be your best!"
The Macintosh /fa

n990 AppW CompuM*. Irtc ApoW. Itw Aopw Woo and Maonloan ara regisl**] trademark* o< App*a Compute he S*a*Dnva ana TJJ
gom »t» rev <"»r ». MOamarM « «eo>a ComouW he ClaaK ■ a rag,«ia.ac Mdamam icanud 10 Ago* Co-puW he MS-DOS
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Applications for Editor, Managing
Editor and Business Manager are now
being accepted.
If you are interested in any of these
positions, please send a cover letter,
resume and no more than three clips
(optional) to:
The Breeze Publication Board
c/o Dr. Dave Wendelken
Mass Communication Dept.

James Ma&son University

Deadline for applications is
Friday, January 18,1991.

THURSDAY
Valley Mall Loews Theatres
•
•
•
•

Rocky V (PG-13) — 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:45
Avalon (PG) — 1:45, 4:30, 7. 9:30
Rescuer* Down Under (G) — 2:30, 4:50, 7, 9:10
Home Alone (PG) — 1:15. 3:15, 5:15, 7:15,
9:30

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Grafton-Stovall Theatre

Grafton-Stovall Theatre

• Presumed Innocent (R) — 7, 9:30

• Presumed Innocent (R) — 7, 9:30

Valley Mall Loews Theatres

Valley Mall Loews Theatres

•
•
•
•

• Rocky V (PG-13) — 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:45
• Quigley Down Under (PG-13) — 1:45, 4:30, 7,
9:20
• Rescuers Down Under (G) — 2:30, 4:50, 7. 9:10
• Home Alone (PG) — 1:15,3:15,5:15.7:15,
9:30

Rocky V (PG-13) — 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:45
Quigley Down Under (PG-13) — 1:45, 4:30, 7, 9:20
Rescuers Down Under (G) — 2:30, 4:50, 7, 9:10
Home Alone (PG) — 1:15,3:15,5:15,7:15,
9:30

Loews Theatres

Loews Theatres

Loews Theatres

• Jacob's Ladder (R) — 7, 9:15
• Three Men and a Little Lady (PG) — 7:15, 9:20
• Predator II (R) — 7:30, 9:45

• The Rookie (R) — 7, 9:15
• Three Men and a Little Lady (PG) — 7:15, 9:20
• Predator II (R) — 7:30, 9:45

• The Rookie (R) — 4, 7, 9:15

:■:•:■:■ •:,:*:•:■>:•:■:•: x-y- ,::«:-:

• Three Men and a Little Lady (PG) — 3:15. 5:15,
7:15, 9:20
• Predator II (R) — 3, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45

i-r-

:
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fMU Gifts

s!
great for any occasion!

Way, December 11- ONE DAY ON
•All Clothing 20% off.

Coming December 17-19
Staff Savings Days!

Christinas ornaments $5.95 Pewter and ceramic mugs
Bookends and clocks
Keychains $1.79 >'£ $4*95
Photo frames $2.95 y$22.99
Golf balls and tees

Special selection Bulova watches $59.99
IM|3 boxed Christmas cards $1.95
Children's books - Sale prices to $4.99

Free ID holder to first 300
students beginning December 10.

$<K50

Cotigratulations to Ann
I
| - Simmons and Sarah Schulze ~§
Winners in our Holiday
| Bookfair prize drawing 1
s

Gift certificates for My am
Free Gliristmas gift wrap!
...

.,
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SOMETHING FROM
HOME
Sponsored by: Students for America,
College Republicans and EN Sigma Nu EN
The following items are now being accepted for shipment to the troops in the Middle East. Packages will be
sent to Saudi Arabia as well as our Naval forces in the Persian Gulf region. All items must be PREPACKAGED
(FACTORY SEALED) in order to be accepted for shipment. All food items on this list have been tested for their
durability to survive extreme heat. Please be sure that all items remain sealed. The items collected will be
divided and sent to the Armed Forces serving the Gulf region. Any items that can't be sent will be donated to
Military Family Services.
Candles: All hard candies with no soil centers (prepackaged), such as sour balls, peppermints, butterscotch, Chicklets gum. Good

and Plenty, breath mints. Tic Tacs, Lifesavers.
Food: Beef jerky, small packages of fruit and nuts (unsalted), granola bars, sunflower seeds, trail mix. instant drink mixes, cans of
tuna fish, Hormel chunky turkey and chicken, fruit cups (peel-off tops).
Stationery /Reading Materials: Pencils and small pencil sharpeners, erasers, lightweight paperbacks (romance, western, sci-fl.
mystery - must not be sensuous or sexual), stamps, crossword puzzle books (small), lightweight writing tablets/envelopes.
Entertainment Materials: Lightweight decks of cards, plastic dominoes, lightweight travel games (6 in one types), travel size jigsaw
puzzles, blank pre-packaged audio cassettes.
Personal/Everyday Items: Vaseline Lip Therapy (sealed tube), travel packages of Kleenex, travel size hand lotions, pocket combs.
nail clippers, emory boards. Lubriderm Lotion, sewing kits (travel size), sun block (all degrees/without PABA).
Toiletries/Sundries: Perfume/cologne (small sample plastic bottles), after shave lotion (small plastic bottles), disposable razors.
after shave powders, travel size men's and women's deodorants. Sea Breeze antiseptic wipes, vitamins (pre-packaged multipurpose.
no gel caps).
Checks: Make all checks payable to OPSH. Cash contributions are acceptable and are encouraged.
.« |

Please come out and support this worthy cause.

DECEMBER 3 THROUGH 8
Harrisonburg collection day:
Dec. 8 (at Hillside Field 10am - 4pm)
Dorm collections: Dec. 3 through 7 (see your RA)
Collections on the Commons: Dec 5 - 7 (10am - 2 pm)
For more info, contact: Jay Shepard, 432-5561
or Michael Gekas, X5360
If you want to volunteer, contact: Karin Starr, x5623
;«= ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a,■■■■■»!
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Do you remember when?

Freshmen recall first semester at JMU
Dqnna Rafisdal^
stqffwriter
Restricted Economics 101:
Acquire (he skills Co budget summer job money to
last all year.

Group Habitation 234:
Study the group dynamics of study time, dining and
bathroom maintenance in a suite environment
As freshmen lugged countless boxes to their new
homes in the August heat, the JMU experience was
waiting for them.
Though unsuspecting, freshmen had many lessons
to learn outside the classroom.
Courtney Hermann remembered meeting her

August
1990

roommate as one of the best parts of her first day. "I
walked in the room and there, on my pathetic-looking
mattress in the corner of the room, was a box of
Fruity Pebbles. I had mentioned to her in the summer
that I just loved Fruity Pebbles. From then on,
Emily has not only been psychic, but she's been one
of my best friends."
For some freshmen, introduction to the social scene
was a memorable experience. The first night I was
here I went to a frat party," John Leber says. "It was
interesting."
In the following months, most freshmen learned a
little more about JMU and about themselves. "I think
my whole idea about grades has changed," Melodye
Simmons says. "In high school I thought they were
everything. Now, I realize that there's no need in
getting so worked up about something that's not
going to directly affect the rest of my life."
Laura Jenkins says, "I didn't know the religious
groups would be so active. I didn't realize it was so
easy to get involved at Madison."
Studying the campus map helped some newcomers.
However, Ken Davis says, "The campus isn't as big
as it looks from Main Street."
Gwen Weaver got more than she had expected from
the Student Activities Fair. "I almost signed up for
the karate club but didn't," she says. "So, a couple
weeks later I found a letter on my door. It says,
"Welcome to the Martial Arts Club.' It also says This
is an obligation. You must drop all other activities,
and you have to perform a 20-minute routine.' I
panicked and ran to Courtney, my roommate, who
told me she set the whole thing up."
Classes also provided new experiences. Bob Parisi
recalled going to his second block class on the first
day. "I went in my first day of class," he says.
"There were 29 students and 28 desks. So the
professor says that one person should look at their
schedule because they were in the wrong class. I
looked down at my schedule, and I was the only
person in my class who had to get up and walk out,"
he says.
Susan Firth discovered she was in over her head
after a scheduling mistake. "I went to my history
class they had let me sign up for and it turned out to
be a junior and senior history class," she says. "There
was really no way a freshman should have been in
thereGoing to the library was confusing at first for Julie
Cutlip. "I remember going to the library and getting
lost in all that stuff," she says.
Brian Hulvey had a more painful first week.
"Coming back from Hillside to Ikenberry, I jumped
the stream by the tennis court and slipped on the
dewy grass and caught myself with my left index
finger and dislocated it," he says. "I had to get my RA
to take me to the emergency room."
The first phone bill of the year was a painful
experience for Logan Ellington. "I figured it was
going to be big — well, it wasn't that big in

December
1990

- V

DEREK CARBONNEAU/THE BREEZE

comparison to some other people, but it was pretty
big for me," she says.
Residence hall life also was a learning experience.
Katie Sullivan says she learned "to get close to
people because I couldn't just go home if things didn't
work out."
Amy Rogers says, "I think I've changed because of
being surrounded by people. I've become a lot more
outgoing."
If the courses listed at the beginning are not found
in the undergraduate catalog, freshmen need not
worry. This semester was the first test. Coming back
from the holidays will be the second.
^
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• Quality Maintenance Service
• Responsive On-Site Management
• Easy Walking Distance to Campus
• Unique Floor Plans
• Furnished and Unfurnished Units
• washer/Dryer In Each Unit
• Private Decks or Patios
■ Fully Equipped Kitchen Including!
Microwave, Dishwasher, Refrigerator
with Ice Maker
• Convenient to Shopping
• Monthly Clraning Service
• Custom Blinds on all windows
• Basketball and Sand Volleyball Courts
• Plush Carpeting

If you are looking for a splendid
student rental community, for
SPRING SEMESTER, with
an array of luxurious
ONLY
amenities,
A LIMITED NUMBER
your
HUNT
OF UNITS LEFT FOR LEASE!
is

over!

715 Port Republic Rd. H'Burg (703) 434-5150 Weekdays 10am-5pm

HUNTER'S RIDGE WISHES ALL JMU STUDENTS A WONDERFUL AND SAFE HOLIDAY SEASON!!!

Economy.
COHTMWED from page 4
science major, said her family is
having a difficult time selling their
home in Roanoke that has been on the
market for die past 14 months.

BACK

"We're told it's not a good market for
our house," Stough said. "We're not
having anybody look at it anymore.
We had an open house and only three
couples csune to look at it."

BoTWslflHD PLAY

Fields said current estimates show
this economic slowdown may be mild,
though some economic experts say it
is deep enough to be considered a
recession.

ROADTRIP

But even recessions don't last too
long. Fields said. "After about 11
months, things tend to turn around,
businesses begin hiring and sales pick
up."
And some December graduates have
remained calm about the economic
future and the effect it will have on
their future employment
"I don't know what to expect but I am
not extremely pessimistic," said Laury
Rudine, a health psychology major.

FREE GAMECARD FOR EACH BOOK YOU SELL

o
o

!S£Z2ZV!£??2L??'?*mm P"***stl Game Cmam,
«• OtllMl Bute. « p^topitt, c,^, (.ooS^" °~*'

The Ultimate Roadtrip: a 1991 Ford Probe LX, plus 10 nights at Fair-field Inn by
Marriott, and $200 cash for gas.

Pepsi* Mini-\fending Machine, plus a free "year's supply" (52 cases) of Pepsi products.

SGA

CONTINUED from page 5

food waste survey during the first week
of the spring semester. The amount of
food served will be compared to the
amount of food wasted.
• The Internal Affairs Committee is
considering a bill which would have
any member of the SGA removed from
office if convicted of an Honor Code
violation.
• SGA President Kevin Hughes said
Virginia Secretary of Education James
Dyke may visit JMU in February or
March to speak to students about JMU
concerns.
■ No exam snacks will be served
during exam week because there is not
enough money. This is not caused by
the budget cuts, as Food Services is
funded by the auxiliary budget, a
senator said. No cuts were made in the
auxiliary budget
«

Aqua terra "Spectrum" kayak, complete with helmet, life vest, and paddle.

Portable CD players.

SELL YOUR BOOKS AT:

Cassette carrying cases.

Fanny packs.

jnU

December 5 -14
You may receive a ROADTRIP USA gamecan) and official rusts by mailing a seff-addressed. fifst-class-slamped business envelope to be received by
July 1.1991 to Foeett GamecarovRules. P.O. Bos 6603. Eknnorsl. II 60126 8603 Limit 1 gamscard/rules per stamped request
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JMU graduates make easy c
adjustments to 'real world' ©
TraeyQufee

wnter

The Real World — you've heard
about it
Your parents probably talk about it
all the time, saying things like, This
is the best time of your life. It's a
rough world out there. Just wait . .
you'll find out."
What's so rough? College itself isn't
a piece of cake. Does life really change
that drastically after college?
Holly Wagner, a 1990 JMU
graduate, didn't want life to change for
her, so she opted for graduate school at
Virginia Tech. She currently is
studying exercise science to become a
corporate fitness director.
"It's like my father says — put off
reality for two years," she says.
By talking to friends, Wagner has
found that people in the real world
aren't as nice as they are in college.
"People are nice to you in college,"
she says. "But people will step all over
you to get that job.
"A lot of people that I talk to who
have been out [of college] five years
like their jobs, but they don't love

their jobs."
Eric Hinkle graduated in 1987 from
JMU as a computer information
systems major. He currently is
working with his father selling and
servicing computer equipment and
systems. He plans to go back to
school to get his MBA.
Hinkle says JMU prepared him for
the real world "as much as can be
expected." College taught him a lot
about how to live on his own, he says.
For Pauline Gauthier, a 1989 JMU
graduate, the transition from college to
the real world wasn't that difficult.
Gauthier, an education major and art
minor, says student teaching helped her
the most in preparing her for adult life.
Currently, she is teaching kindergarten
part time.
Gauthier says college isn't like the
real world. "I can't hide back in
school," she says.
To get the most out of college,
Gauthier says students should "make a
lot of friends, enjoy yourself, don't cut
yourself off totally, and don't stress
yourself out. Interviewers don't look at
the grades — they look at the person."
Richard Childress, a December 1988

JMU graduate, highly recommends the
studies abroad program to help prepare
for life after college. Childress went to
London while he was at JMU.
"It's a good practical application on
how to cope with life," he says.
Kimberly Johnson, a 1988 JMU
graduate, had no problem getting a job
right after college. However, she is
currently looking for a job in North
Carolina, where she and her husband
recently moved.
As for being ready for what comes
after graduation, Johnson says she was
somewhat prepared because of college,
but that actually being out there is a
lot different. More and more college
graduates are out there competing for
jobs, she says.
"My internship opened up a lot of
doors for me," she says. But Johnson
also says that having to take a variety
of classes here at JMU helped her
secure a job.
So in the world after college,
graduates agree that making the most
out of "the best time in your life" is
essential to coming out on top in
"The Real World."
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on completing
his MFA
from
UNC —
Greensboro.

STOP BY AND SEE WHAT OUR
COPY CENTER HAS TO OFFER

w

DUKE GARDEN
APARTMENTS
Duke Fine Art

The convenience of on-campus
living with the "independence"
of living off campus.
- 3 bedrooms (furnished for 5)
- 2 1/2 baths
- Fully furnished including dishwasher,
ice maker, washer and dryer
- decks
- rent $825

First come —first serve.
Only seven apartments left
c

Betkeky flg^fW

ealty.Inc.ofHarrisonburg I (■■liudGarden.''

434-1876

Duplicate/

FEATURING:
LOW PRICES!!!
ON CAMPUS CONVENIENCE!
REDUCTIONS!
FAST SERVICE!
ENLARGEMENTS!
TRANSPARANCIES!
FLIERS!
NEWSLETTERS!
RESUMES!
BINDING CAPABILITIES!
POSTERS!
CONVENIENT
HOURS!
FLUORESCENT PAPER!
WE ACCEPT FLEX ACCOUNTS.

Located near Greek Row
Serving all
Phone: 568-3908
students, faculty
Hours: 7 am - 8 pm
and staff of JMU
Mon - Thu
community
7 am - 7 pm Fri

^

:
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WEU ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

Spring Break 1991
Wanted: Rxciting, enthusiastic, and energetic men and
women looking for some fun in the sun!
Place: Atlanta, GA/ New Orleans
Includes: 8 day/7 night 1st class accommodations,
Transportation, Tours in Atlanta and Nevs Orleans, Cruise
on the Mississippi in New Orleans.
Price: $329
Installment Plan: $150 tnon-refundabie) deposit due bj
Jan. It). 1991. The remaining $179 due by Jan. 21, 1991.
II interested you ma) sign up in the BSA office in the Warren Campus
Center, Room G-51, or you maj contact Kim Vines al x4358 or Tonya
Gillisai x5856. An informative meeting wilt be held December 6,1990
at 5 p.m. m the President's Room of Carrier Library for more details,

FREE
PREGNANCY
TESTING
COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL

MarrisonBurg Crisis
(Pregnancy Center
434-7528
252 "East Wotft Strut
ffarrisanburg

Mows
Tuesday- O^ponToSpm
Thursday 9{oonTo 8 pm
Jriday- 9amTo tfgon
Non-profit. Non-medical facility

Drugs
CONTINUED from page 2

a minimum of a $20 fine and two
semesters' probation.
But despite that, only Jim has cut
back on his drug use recenUy. "I can't
get it readily, for one," he said. "And I
guess I've shed some of my wildness.
Now I only do drugs occasionally. It
slows me down. The damage to my
mind has lots to do with why my drug
use has declined. I'm beginning to
enjoy a normality buzz."
"As I get older, I do less and less
drugs," Rob said. "I do see a day when
I won't do drugs at all anymore. When
I have a family or a kid, I wouldn't do
drugs anymore."
Pete sees a similar future for his drug
habits. "I've wondered when I'm going
to quit. I think I'm getting closer to a
stage when that's going to stop. I'm
not going to have a 2-year-old kid
running around the house while the
wife and I are taking bong hits at the
kitchen table. I think of drugs as
something lot young people to do on
weekends.*|
But Michelle feels somewhat
differently. ,
"If I'm foiag to get high, it's my
business*" she says. "My life is
perfectly fine. I'm the first person in
my family to ever get five As. If you
can keep your life together, don't worry
about iL"

If you're stuck with a student loan that's not in default,
the Army might pay if off.
If you qualify, we'll reduce your debt by 1/3 for each
year you serve as a soldier, so after just 3 years
you II have a clean slate.
You'll also have training in a choice of skills
and enough self-assurance to last you the
rest of your life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Sergeant Gregory Cummings • 434-6691

BRAND NEW TOWNHOUSES
INCLUDED IN EACH UNIT:
TYPES OF UNITS:
■ Miniblinds at All Windows
■ Four Bedrooms
■ Two Full Baths
■ Wall-to-Wall Carpet
■ Two Living Rooms
■ Cable TV Hookup
■ Available Furnished
■ Dining Room
or Unfurnished
■ Kitchen
■ Individual Leases Apply
■ Storage Area
STANDARD APPLIANCES:
■ Frost-free Refrigerator
with Icemaker
■ Range
■ Microwave Oven
■ Dishwasher
■ Washer and Dryer

„QOSEVg/„
%0ostvilf.

SOUTH HIGH ST.

ROOSEVELT ST.
■N

v

SQUA^

HURRY!! ROOSEVELT SQUARE
HAS UNITS AVAILABLE NOW.
SHORT-TERM LEASES AVAILABLE
FOR SPRING SEMESTER

432-9685 or 433-2615
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Dukes whip Gators 93-66
behind Hood and Coles
Maurice Jones &
MattWasniewski
skywriters
After a disappointing loss at
Virginia Tech last week, the JMU
men's basketball team bounced back
last night, demolishing Florida
93-66 in front of 6,934 at the
Convocation Center.
"We got whipped in a lot of
ways," said Florida head coach Lon
Kruger. "JMU is an outstanding
team, they did everything they
wanted."
After the teams traded baskets for
the first few minutes, a Coles layup
at 15:27 put the Dukes up 9-8 and
spurred a 22-1 run that Florida never
recovered from. The 6-9 senior
pitched in 11 first-half points, while
Hood came alive for 18, the majority
of which came from the foul line.
For the game. Hood pumped in 25
points in six of 10 shooting from
the field, while Coles added 17
points and nine boards.
"We got them down, and they
started pressuring and then it was a
runaway," said Dukes head coach
Lefty Driesell. "I'm happy with our
performance."

Chancellor Nichols, who led JMU
with 28 points in the Dukes loss at
Virginia Tech, was held to only two
points in the first half and nine
points in the game.
Reserve forward Jon Fcdor picked
up the slack with a career-high 18
points in just 20 minutes.
By halftime the Dukes had built a
50-29 cushion and their lead was
never in jeopardy.
Hood, after shooting only 32
percent from the field in his first two
games, picked the right night to get
hot Not only did he lead the Dukes
to an impressive win, he did so in
front of a L.A. Lakers scout in town
to watch both him and the Gators'
Livingston Chapman.
"[Hood] started the game uptight,
and I told him to take the ball to the
hole, and he got going," Driesell
said.
Driesell mixed up the lineup a bit
by starting Kenny Brooks over Fess
Irvin at the point. Brooks ran the
offense well distributing five assists
and contributing five points.
Irvin, still bothered by an injury to
his left hand, played only 18
minutes and took three shots scoring
two points.

VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

JMU and Florida battle on the boards during yesterday's Dukes win.

Coach search continues; Jackson honored
John R. Crafe
stqfwriter
The ad is in the NCAA newsletter and the names
continue to pour in for the JMU head football
coaching job.
Joe Purzycki resigned Nov. 26 as the Dukes' head
coach, and with all the assistants' contracts not being
renewed, Athletic Director Dean Ehlers and Assistant
Athletic Director Brad Babcock have been on a search
for new blood to lead the JMU football program.
Ehlers has said his deadline is Christmas.
"We've certainly had more applicants from [the state
of Virginia], but they're still coming in everyday,"
Ehlers said Wednesday. "It wasn't advertised
nationally until this Monday so I'm sure they'll
continue to come in through next week."
Many coaches from Division I-A schools have
expressed interest in the JMU post. Ehlers and
Babcock met first with Virginia Tech assistant head
coach Billy Hitc the day after Purzycki announced his
resignation. Hite drove up from Blacksburg on his
way to Washington, D.C., to begin the recruiting
period.

"The tough part is that I have some kids right now
that I'm recruiting that really want to know where I'm
going to be before they commit to a visit to Virginia
Tech," Hite said Wednesday from his hotel in
Northern Virginia.
Hite said that JMU's locale — close to Washington
D.C., Maryland, Pennsylvania as well as Virginia —
can be a big drawing card.
"I just think you can hit a lot of places, and there's
a lot of good football played in that area," he said.
"There's a lot of good football players period in those
stales and especially I-AA players."
Hite developed the Hokies' "Stallion Backficld,"
with his primary focus the running backs. He has
competed against the Dukes' program on and off the
field.
"As long as I've been on the road recruiting against
the James Madison coaching staff I have never heard
anybody say a bad word about Joe Purzycki or his
staff," said Hite, whose Tech team beat JMU 27-6 in
1988. "I just think that's one of those things that
happens to coaches sometimes.
"Anytime you have four different offenses in a

four-year period, it's a new system for the kids, and
they're just not going to pick it up that quick," he
said.
Ehlers and Babcock have also met with two
University of Virginia assistants since the job became
vacant. The Cavaliers' defensive line coach Danny
Wilmcr met with Ehlers and Babcock last Thursday
and quarterbacks' coach Gary Tranquill visited JMU
Saturday. Both were on the road this week and could
not be reached for comment.
Other candidates that have expressed interest include
Cornell quarterbacks and receivers coach Jay Venuto,
a former Georgia Southern assistant, who Ehlers
spoke to on the telephone. South Carolina's Art
Wilkins, who Babcock talked with, and Jim
Cavanaugh, the receivers coach at the University of
North Carolina. Cavanaugh met with Ehlers and
Babcock at JMU last Friday.
Ehlers said conversations revolve around offense,
defense, recruiting, staff, facilities and budgets.
"I think they were very cordial meetings, and we
found out things about those people and they found
SEARCH page 34
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Flash film-maker
Runner creates thrillers on screen, track
Dgyg Perry

JMU because "I liked the school itself
better," he said. "Disregarding track, I
liked the atmosphere and the location.
Apart from that, they offered mc more
scholarship money.
"I didn't really know what lo expect,"
Hollhaus said, coming inio the season.
"My goals were basically to do well
and to contribute — to be a factor. I
didn't know what lo expect as far as
times go. I'd never raced five miles
before. But I wanted to make vast
improvements in my times because
this summer was the first lime I started
doing a lot of mileage. I wanted that to
have a big impact on my times."
Holthaus found out that college
running is a bigger game than in high
school.
"The competition is much more
vast," he said. "You usually don't
know who you're racing against."
The new Duke also learned that he
was no longer the top dog of running.
"I'm not running as close to the front
as I was in high school," Holthaus
said. "There might be at this point less
pressure. In high school there are
certain people that you know are
tough, and people expect you to win.
In college you're kind of just one of
the guys."
College races usually arc several
times bigger than an average high
school race, and the bigger the race, the
more flying elbows and tripping
runners there arc. But Hollhaus feels
that the bigger races help his
performance.
"I like the big meets with a huge
pack," Hollhaus said. "I find I really
run relaxed in those. It makes it easier
to run with all the people there
running alongside you. You think, 'If
they can do it, I can.'"

„
^ffwriter

Call him a Steven Spielberg in
running shoes.
Freshman Matt Hollhaus is a man of
many abilities. In addition to being a
rising star on the JMU men's cross
country team, he makes movies.
We're not talking about your
run-of-the-mill home movie here, but
three-hour-long detective thrillers.
Hollhaus and some friends made their
first movie for a school project, but,
"We had so much fun, we decided to do
a sequel over the summer — bigger,
better, longer," Hollhaus said.
What they made was a tale titled
"Tough Break — The Adventures of
dock and Zeitung Part II," an
espionage thriller about two detectives,
Wolf Dietrich Zeitung from
Liechtenstein and Inspector Michael
Clock, an FBI agent.
His creativity cramped by the
pressures of college life, Hollhaus said
he "might do some [filmmaking] over
Christmas just a bit."
But perhaps Hollhaus' true talent lies
in running. He placed a remarkable
13th out of a large field of runners
from around the nation at the Athletics
Congress Junior National meet Nov.
24 at Van Cortlandt Park in ihc Bronx,
N.Y.
Hollhaus said he wasn't "really sure
what to think" of placing 13lh. "I don't
really know what that means, or hov
much of the national competition was
represented there. I'm really pleased
with that place, though. It met my
expectations or surpassed them. The
coach was confident — he said I should
get top 10 or 15."
Hollhaus was born in Harrogate, in
Yorkshire, England. BCCPUSC his father
works for the U.S. government,
Hollhaus' family lived in Turkey,
Thailand, Afghanistan and Switzerland
before settling in the United States in
1986, where Hollhaus attended Wilde
Lake High School in Columbia, Md.
Hollhaus played football and did
sprints and jumps in track during his
scholastic freshman and sophomore
years, and didn't discover cross country
until his German teacher, also the
cross country coach, talked him into it
his junior year.
"I had a mediocre season," Hollhaus
said.
Holthaus skyrocketed from
mediocrity to superiority, winning the
Maryland state AA individual cross
country championship his senior year.
Hollhaus posted track limes of 1:55 in

BRAD D/MSON/THE BREEZE

JMU's Matt Holthaus, who's hobby to making mystery films, hasn't
left any doubts In his coaches' minds with an impressive Fall outing.

the 800 meters, 4:28 in ihe 1600
meters, and 9:51 for the 3200-meter
run — times that take the "average"
runner four years or more to achieve, if
ever — and he knew that he wanted to
keep running in college.

"It's basically just ambition,"
Hollhaus said. "I wanted to see ho-v
good I can be and see what I can do.
It's fun, if you do well, especially."
Hollhaus visited Wake Forest and the
University of Delaware, but chose

Running has forced Hollhaus to
carefully divide his time between
sports and academics, but he admitted,
"at this point, I don't find it too
difficult
"It's exhausting at limes," he said.
"With running you're generally tired
and need more rest. I find lime between
classes to take a nap."
Hollhaus also has given up — gasp!
— soda for the most part and has cut
back on ice cream and candy.
"We don't have a regimented diet,"
Holthaus said. "It's just a matter of
holding back just a little bit"
Ironically enough, Holthaus' running
idol is world-class runner Sebastian
Coe, who, Holthaus said, "started out
pretty average as a kid, and obviously
worked very hard for a long time. He's
a small guy, about 5-9 or so, but what
he's done speaks for itself."
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LastMlfeek
Season Total
WinnhgPeroent
Poubn/Weed Eater IndependenceMaryland vs. IA Tech
BlocfcBusttx
Penn St Vs. Honda St.
Sea World HoBday
B.Y.U. vs. Tens A&M
Anaheim FreedomOregon vs. Colorado Stale
John Hancock
Southern Cal vs. Michigan St
HaflofFameOemson vs. Illinois
Florida CftrusNebraska vs. Georgia Tech
Mobil CottonMiami vs. Texas
USF&GSugar
Tennessee vs. Virginia
Federal Express OrangeNotre Dame vs. Colorado

IATech
Penn State
BYU
Oregon

Maryland
Florida Stale
BYU
Colorado State

Maryland (of ccuse)
Pern Stale
Oregon

Texas A&M
Oregon

use

Maryland
Perm State
TexasA&M
CobracbStac

use

Mtiigan Stare

use

Michigan Slate

Gemson
Georgia Tech
Miami
Tennessee
CoJoracb

IllircB

Georgia Tech
Texas
IM
Notre Dame

Texas A&M

Ocmson
Georga Tech
Texas
Notre Dane

GUEST
PREDICTOR

Maryland
Florida Stale

ffinois
Georgia Tech
Miami
Tennessee
Notre Dame

aryland
lortdaS

JimVanSlyke

Illinois
Nebraska
Texas
Tennessee
Notre Dame

Illinois „ t
Gcocna Tech
Tennessee
Notre Dame

LEE cosncwrrH MATT WASNEWSW/THE BREEZE

t's Exam Time Again!
Remember: \f££*$ V iclCC Delivers
to your door with such famous Yee's dishes as Beef
and Broccoli, Crispy Chickens, Shrimp Fried Rice,
Sweet & Sour Pork, Egg Rolls, etc....
^

4& W#

Monday
through Friday
~ Lunch Buffet
Wednesday,
Friday
and
Saturday
Dinner Buffet
Sunday Buffet
All Day

1588 S. Main St.
Hours: Monday - Thursday 11:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Friday - Saturday 11:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Sunday 12 noon to 10 p.m.

434-3003
A minimum of $5.00 for on-eampus
or a .50 charge. $10.00 minimum for
local or a $1.00 charge.

w

e

don't

MSG
in any
of our
dishes

"

—™^^

r
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Search

CONTINUED/rom page 31

o« things about us," Ehlers said.
"From that we hope to compile a list
of probably two or three candidates that
we will invite in for the formal
interview and hopefully we can make a
recommendation to Dr. Carrier."

Honors Abound
The
Dukes have another
All American to add to their list Free
safety Eupton Jackson was named by
Kodak and the Waller Camp Football
Foundation as a Division I-AA
All-American Tuesday.
The Big Stone Gap native led JMU
in tackles, 92, with one interception
and a sack. For his career, the fifth-year
senior gathered 362 tackles. Fifth in
JMU history. His nine career pick-ofTs
ranks fourth for the Dukes.
Jackson is the first JMU player ever
named to the Walter Camp list,
compiled by coaches and sports
information directors. The 6-foot-2,
210-pound Jackson is the Dukes'
second Kodak All-Amcrican.
Also this week Jackson was a
unanimous choice for All-State

All-American Eupton Jackson
honors, chosen by the state's SIDs.
Joining him are teammates Shannon
Vissman, a linebacker, guard Eric
Baylor and offensive tackle D.R.
Carlson. Vissman, a junior, had 90
tackles and three sacks this fall.
Seniors Baylor and Carlson were part
of an offensive line that helped to push
the JMU offense forward 4,158
yards—the second most production of
any previous JMU team.

Wdliketo
compliment you
onyour choice.

For Further Information Visit:
JMU BOOKSTORE
Warren Campus Center
568-3989

Save now an select color Macintosh systems.
Now through January 5,1991, lake advantage of special savings when you
buy a Macintosh" flsi, Macintosh Dei, or Macintosh Ilfx computer and an ArjrjIeGolor*
High-Resolution RGB Monitor.*
Whether you choose the new Macintosh M, Apple's latest poweAil, affordable
system. Or the Macintosh Dei, known for its high performance and expandability. Or the
maxirnum-peiforrnance Macintosh Ilfx, with its vimially unlimited expandability. You'll
be getting a system of lasting value. Not to mention special savings when you buy your
system with the AppleCokx High-Resolution RGB Monitor.
Hurry in today for a closer look at these Macintosh II systems. You'll praise their
value, and well compliment you on your choice with special savings No matter
which system you choose.

Take that!

UUHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

Sigma Ctii's Mark Nash sends a spike across the net in the
men's intramural volleyball finals vs. Eta Kappa. Eta Kappa
prevailed however, 15-10,15-13 to take the tournament
crown. B-Fine captured the women's title, ousting the
Ga-Gas, 15-12,15-8; while the Misfits were the co-rec
champions via a 17-15,8-15,15-10 win over Peaches and
Cream.

*
*0fa «ood Onohn 15.1990 tow* Jmutv V I991 Ofcr n«J »trtr preMmnl h» In

01990AffkOm^m Mr Afflt. ItmAffitktti. *«M*\m*mrrrpln*to*m*±,4Aft*(.****< hy (#»""»<"•<
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Comics
CALVIN & H0BBES/&7/ Watterson

FAR SIDE/Gory Larson

LEMONADE-' SETiOOR
tCE-COLO LEMOKACC/
JUST FWE DOLLARS A>
GLASS, WILE »T LASTS.'

Perspectives in nature we rarely enjoy
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FOR RENT
Campus Condoe - 4 subtottors starting
January. (*se to campus. 433-2973
1 BR h Large House - On N. high St.
$l2Sfno. . utilities, available Dae. 20. Fully
lurnished. CtoM to campus. Call Dave,
434-7586.
Room - For 1 girl in large, beautiful home tor
second semester. Wafc to campus. $190. CaH
(703)528-3000. Rob or 433-6834 or
prn)ft?!>.77BH
2 BRs Available For Mart
$150-$175 deposit, shared utiMies. Males
only. Forest Hills Townhouses, Village Lane.
Cal (703)743-7630.
Female Sublattot HaarJaJ - January to June
I. Ashby Crossing. 432-1658
New Energy Efficient Home - On wooded
tot with great view. 2 miles from town.
Includes large deck, W/O. DW & many extras.
$375/mo. Cal 833-8823.
Unrwrlety Place Room - With W/O.
microwave. VCR. Live with 3 other girts.
$1 8&Tno. Low oils. Cal Heather. 433-8878.
Urge Remodeled 4 BR Hem* In City $575.433-3530
Sublet In A Great House tor next semester
$150/mo lor either 5 or 7 mos. 433-5842
Hunter's Ridge 1 BR Apt available January
1,1990. Call (804)740-2487.
Room In A Townhouse - Lease from 1/91 to
8/91, expenses split 4 ways, $120m».
Chris/message. 433-1137.
Female Mori-Smoker - Share 2 BR apt. Own
room, furnished. 4 blocks from campus. $188
♦ 1/2. Available January 1.433-6207
Sublet Al Hunters Ridge - Spring/summer.
Cal Sue. 432-8561.
Room In House Close To Campus $175/mo. Rich, 564-1684.
1 BR Apt. (West Market St.) - Appliances,
water, furnished, available tor next semester
and/or summer. Rent $285 (1 person), $300
(2). Security deposit required. 433 0931

Boom - Forest Hfls. Male. $160/mo. Spring.
Cal Chris. 432-9102.

Order Your T-Shfcls For The Holidays. Cal
Cliff/Brian, 2894312.

Large 1 BR Apt- For upper daaa, graduate
or working (trait. No moiling, no ptta. Al
uMH>.$300/mo. 434-4516.

Mountain Bfte - Fuji, ir frame, good
condition. $120. bast offer. x7458.

Beet Locations! $l75/mo. girts or guys.
Please cal Amy, 564-1615.

Loft - Sol by Christmas break. $50. Rosryn,
X4254.

Room - '88 JMU alumni has 1 room to rent in
Northern Va. Brand new, 4 BR townhouse,
pool weight center. I interested please cal
John at (703)817-1296 after 5 pm.

Honda CMc Wagon 71 - 4 dr. runs good.
$7S0/or best offer. Cal WML 433-9633.

Female Or Malt To Sublet In Townhouse For December graduate. Own room.
$i5*mo. Great roommates, terrific area. Cal
Unoa. 433-3687.

Crate Amp - Model G40CXL 8 Crybay
Wa-Wa. Both brand new. $425.1972 Cadillac
Calais, luxury car with all options. Exceftenl
condition. $t ,500 or best offer. 564-0724.

OWe UN - Need ferrtae. WM have own 2 BR
for spring semester. Lease ends May 31.
Rent negotiable. Cal Karen. 4344627.

HELP WANTED

Okie MM - Female needed to sublet
beginning in January. $20O/mo.. furnished,
double bed. new apt. Cal Lisa. 433-5542.
Girl Needed For 4th Room - Across street
from campus. Available now. Call Mindy,
564-1179 8 leave message or (703)896-6429
over Chnstmas.
Male Needed - For Country Club Court.
Spring semester. $167/mo. ♦ utilities. Call
Paul 433-8293. Owner is licensed.
1 BR In Townhouse - Spring/summer. 1 mile
from JMU. W/D. share 1/2 utilities. Rent
negotiable. Dave. 432-1137.
Sublet Spring Semester - BR on 381
Elizabeth St. $150/mo. (703)651-8422. Erfka.
Room - Fully furnished al Unwarsly Place.
$2i0/mo., rent is negotiable. Cal Mike at
434-6989.
Master BR For Female - With house
privileges in quiet townhouse on bus route.
433-2293 after 1030 pm or leave message.
Female - Needed to sublet room
Commons spring semester.
Rent
negotiable. Contact Dana at 433-0756.

in
is

FOR SALE

Graduating Senior Needs To Sublet Space
in house. $100/mo. « utilities. Carl Joe.
434-7586.

Basebal Cards - Buying, selling, trading #1
card shop in Valley "Virginia Cards 8
Colectibies' located in Rocky* Mai. 10 miles
south of Harrisonburg on Rt. 11. Open
Thursday Ihru Sunday. Phone 234-9900,
434-5040.

Townhouse - 1 BR. walking distance. W/D,
newly furnished, TV, VCR. microwave.
433-6488

Limited Editor. La* Paul in near perfect
condtion. K has had under 2 hours ot use.
9. Call Brian. X4779.

Off Campus Apt. Near Waterman Dr. - In
Harrisonburg. 1 BR tor $275ffl». + utilities.
Contact James Hurst. 867-5619. Spacious lor
1 tenant.

kt ■ True? Jeeps for $44 through the U.S.
government? CaK for fads! (504)649-5745.
Ert.S-411.

Private Room - SISOVmo. includes
everything. Lease runs through May. CaH Jon
at 432-0361 or 568-4474 weekdays.

Move In Second Semester when you
purchase this University Place 3 BR lurnished
condo. Priced at only $54,900 your down
payment could be as low as $3,000. Cal Mike
Patrick today. Kline Realty. 434-9922.

Room - $175/mo. negotiable. Okie Ml
Vilage. Cal Tom. 432-1572.

Bicycle - Centurion racing, slim 105, ckctess
pedals, pump, computer, 433-6488.

Join An Elite Group - Student Ambassadors
informational meeting Mon., Jan. 18,1991.
Karate Lessons - Monday A Wednesday, 7 930 pm. Godwin Hall Wresting Room. JMU
Martial Arts Club. Open to al ranks A styles.
Instructor 4th degree black belt. Only a few
openings left. Call 434-8824 or stop by.
Binko - Can! imagine life at JMU or The
Breeze without you. Happy graduation! I'm
gonna miss you. Love, Laura.

TraveVOn-Campua Sates Repreaenktlve Wanted, outgoing, aggressive, self-motivated
individuals or groups to market winter A
spring break trips on campus. For more kilo
contact
Student
Travel
Services,
(800)648-4849.

TONITE
FULL STOP
6 pm
Belle Meade
Happy Shower!

Overseas Jobs - $900-$2,000 mo. Summer,
year round, all countries, al fields. Free info.
Write IX, PO Box 52-VA04, Corona Del Mar,
CA 92625.
Earn Up To $508 * During Break - Part-lime
in your home town. Self motivators call
564-1781.
Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble
products al home. Call lor into (504)641-8003
ML 411.

LOST & FOUND

Kksten Hawtey - Good luck on exams.
Thinking of you. Love, Scott.
Stop Studying! Come to the Chanukah
Partyl Free! Free dance! Sat., Dec. 8. 9 -12.
Highlands Room,
Union.
Tunes by
Maigaritavile Sounds. Free Dance!
Donations Ol Used Baseball/Softball
Gloves - In any condition. Needed lor a
school in El Salvador. Please call Heather
X5782.

Found - Ring. To claim, call 8 identify.
x5752. evenings

Mary Lynn - You're a great Phi I now an

SERVICES

Looking For Fun t A Challenge? Be an RA
second semester. Pick up applications in 102
Alumnae Hall.

Typing/Word Processing - Deborah Toth,
828-4064. 5 minutes south ol Harrisonburg.
Horizon Sura Tan - Is your professional
tanning center. Phone 434-1812 or slop by
1106 Reservoir St
Typing, Word Processing - By professional
secretary. Liz. 249-5767.
Typing Done In My Home-Call 432-1975.
Riding Lessons - Al levels. Qualified
Instructors. Scenic guided trail rides by
appointment. Call Oak Manor Farms,
234-8101.
Terrific Typist - Fast 8 accurate service,
near JMU. 434-4332

awesome AKA. Congratulations, Cathy.

How To Place A
Classified Ad
Classified axis must be in writing &
must be paid in advance. Your
name & phone number must
accompany your ad. The cost is
$2.50 tor the first 10 word increment
& $2.00 for each additional 10 word
increment (i.e. 1-10 words - $2.50.
11-20 words - $4.50,21-30 words .
$6.50. etc.)

Classified Boxed Ads
cost $10.00 per column inch (this is
a 5-inch ad costing $50.00.)

Christmas! What do you do lor presents?
Custom t-shirts. 289-6312.

Found AdS are free.
Students! Spend your semester break in the
lap ol luxury. The Foster-Harris House Bed &
Breakfast is offering discounted student rales
over the break. Our quaint Victorian home is
only 1 hour from Harrisonburg 8 minutes frcm
hiking, camping, horseback riding 7 Skyline
Drive. Cal (800)666-0153 for more info.

Sublet Roomfs) - OWe MiH Village. Spring
semester. Cal Buddy. 433-1552.
JM Apia. Roommate Needed - Own room.
$175/mo. Cal Greg, 4334743 or RS.
Monger, 434-3882.

Stort Off The New Semester With A New
Loft! Excellent condition, sturdy, white, price
negotiable. Diane. X4626. Hi Beth!

WANTED

Artist/tlusician Wanted - For room in
spacious house in downtown Harrisonburg.
Available Jan. 1, $167/mo. « utilities. Steve,
564-1710.

55 Galon Fish Tank - All accessories
included great shape. Best offer. Cal BJJ,
432-0563.

Wanted - Enthusiastic individual or student
organization to promote spring break
destination lor 1991. Earn commissions, free
trips A valuable work experience. Apply now!
Cal Studenl Travel Service at (800)265-1799.

Spinet-Console Piano Bargain - Wanted:
Responsible party to make low monthly
payments on spinet-console piano. Can be
seen kxaly. Call Mr. While at (800)327-3345
•XL 101.

Bass Plover Wanted For Rock/Funk Band Looking for ability 8 serious attitude. Must
have equipment 8 time to invest. If interested
call Dave, 564-0425 or Bnan, 568-4779.

Hunters Ridge - January - August.
$175/mo. 433-3534. Ask lor Laurie.

S4 Congratulates Ms Newest Brothers Pete Barto. Randy Corbin, Denny Basham.
Douglas Dahviler, Rick Drum. Randy Garland,
Greg Gibbons, Mike Gower, Chris Hefner,
Brent Henstey, Patrick Master. Mike Jakaiiss,
John Kartovich, Mas Massey. Brian
McKenna, Dave Patterson, Chris Purcell
Mike Rose. J.W. Rust. Mark Scafidi, Scott
Shufltobarger. Rob Singer, Joe Ugliaro 8 Rick
Young. You're a great bunch of guys.

Addressers Wanted Immediately! No
experience necessary. Excellent pay! Work at
home. Call lol-free (800)395-3283.

Skis - Good condition. 170, Yamaha
AR-1000/Tyrolia 150 ft poles, $75. 185 K2
SR-22/Marner M4-12 8 poles. $100. Boots,
8-1/2.433-2657

University Court - Fuly furnished
townhouse. Room for spring. Pal. 434-2164.

Tim Atemong, Steve Vtohos, Kelly Myers,
Tom Krkemy. Leigh Noble, Amanda Barlow 8
Kim
Christopher.
Congratulations
on

The Breeze is liable only for errors
on the first insertion of the ad.
The Breeze reserves the right to
property classify, edit or reject any
classified ad copy at its sole
discretion at any time prior to
publication.

graduation. A£TI
I You're Rich (Taylor) - We're single. 2
Russian Maror Warwa-bes.
Krietto Peoples - Break a teal Love. Onyx.
Jade.Lexi.EJ.

Wait...
To Sell Those Books
SGA Booksale,
Jan. 8-16,1991.
Volunteers needed
immediately. Sign up table
in WCC this Thursday or
call SGA x6377. Stay tuned
for info on Booksale!
Delta Sigma Pi - Great job on this semester.
Good luck on finals 8 have a great holiday.
Need A Christens Idea? Buy a T-shirt or
sweat. 289-6312.
Little Beth - You are a great friend 8 pal.
Smely.
Stephanie Totor - Congrats on becoming a
oXE Brother. I'm proud of you. Good luck on
finals next week Love, Doug.
Interested In Being An RA7 Applications for
the 1961-91 school year wil be available
exam week Irom Alumnae 102. Get a head
start!
Congratulations to the
Brothers of Delta Sigma Pi.

newly

initialed

URGENT!
Roommate needed to sublease
1336 H Hunters Ridge
$175/mo.
Female please
Call Jen at 434-2278
T-Shkls, T-Shirts, T-Shkls - JMU t-shirts $7
- 11. Today, Harrison Breezeway, 9 am - 4

^

.

Happy Birthday Cathy Mays! You're the
greatest Iriend we could ever have. We wish
you the best. Beth 8 Anne.
Adoption - Richmond physician A wife wish
to adopt healthy, white newborn. Legal.
Confidential Cal Alison or Tom eoleert
(804)359-6519.
HI - Thanks lor a Wast Saturday. It was
great! AEA
To the Brothers & Sweethearts of Chi Phi
I want to say thank you for a terrific 2-1/2
years. Thank you lor your friendship 8
support. I couldm have made it without you.
I'll never forget al the good times we've
had...golf night, beeishdes, Little Sister
parties 8 just hanging out. I'll miss you all.
Continued success n the fulure.Dee
Sewn-On JMU Lettered Sweatshirts Today, WCC Patio. 9 am - 5 pm
Before
A
Student
Ambassador!
Informational meeting Mon.. Jan. 14, 1901.
Check us out.

The Breeze reserves the right to
verify an ad.

Jkn Smith - Don! leave my roommate
stranded here! Congratulations! Laura.

If questions should arise, call the
classified ad dept. at x6127. Copies
of the classified ad policies are
available at The Breeze office in the

Tracy Ftodkt - Your ACT family wil miss
you! Love. Kit, Staci. Kristen. Krista 6 Brooke.
ALA Congratulates - Al of our new E.C.
members. You're terrlic!
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Escape To Tha Country Place - 2 Bfl
chalet, 5 BR lodge, fireplaces. 40 mies north
at George Washington National Forest above
Shenandoah Raw. $225 + weekend.
(703)743-4007.

TQWNHQUSES
FOR RENT
FOREST HILLS
VILLAGE LANE
Now accepting applications
kx school year 91/92
JUNE TO MAY LEASE
Unfurnished 3 level townhouse,
5ffiBRs.W/D, fireplace
$175 lo $220 per BR+security
deposit. Utilities not included.
CALL (703) 743-7639
1991-1992 School Y—r

Big PuddhV - Please understand II hurts too
much.lAGTGYBSrnofcey.
Santa daus la Coaahg To- The QuadTI
Slop Sludytagt Coma to tha Chanukah
Party! Free! Free dance! Sal., Dec. 8, 9 -12,
Highlands
Room,
Union.
Tunas by
Marganlavile Sounds. Free Dance!
Becky Carpenter - Congratulations on your

Oparattan: Sank Ctaua - Today is tha last
day! Happy holidays!
Shoot Yourself!
■kilca-Finally, your first personal! Than k» tor
a great 14 mos,«rrte you, but hasp thinking
afaoUMay.Lova.Mal
Twenty Mora Days - UnN Karen Couria is
finally 211

TONITE
Full Stop
6 pm, Belle Meade
Yams 10pm, JM's
See Both shows for $67
Denny The Boone'i Man - Your 234 Big
Brothers are proudot you, Brother. Abo, good
luck on lira Is next week.
Take Tbl Ptungel Be an RA second
semester. Appfcations available in 102
Alumnae Hal.

JMU §amt/m - $15 A up today at 2
locations. Harrison Breezeway A WCC Patio.
9 am-4pm.

SGA BOOKSALE IS COMING
Volunteers needed sign up
today)
Book buy-back during first week
of classes. Watch persorrals for
further info.

T-Shlrts, T-Shirts, T-Shirts
JMUT-Shirts
$7-$11
Today, Harrison Breezeway
9am-4pm
Conojatutottone To the newly Initialed
Brothers of Delta Sigma Pi - Tom C. Cathy
C. Felecia 0.. Paul 0.. Bi F.. Mary G.. Scott
8, Cindy H., Alicia H.. Matt L, Mate L, Mike
M.. Lisa M., Thong N.. Nicola R.. Judy W..
Dawn W., A Tim W.
Alteon a Sherrte - Hope you guys have an
awesome time in Spain. Wei miss youl Love.
Julia, Monica ALyssa.
AT Ptedgea-We enjoyed bemglejtoiros tor
tha night you guys ware defaisoty harsh
wardens. Love, The Sisters.

WE NEED
SELF-MOTIVATED
STUDENTS
EARN UP TO
S107HR.
Market credit cards on campus.
Flexible hours.
Only 10 positions available.
Call Now, (800)950-8472
Ask for Al.

Me

Hillside M - Good kick on!rials & have fun
Scott SatcheW I dorrt know much but I know over break! Love, Wendy.
next week you'll be 211 Happy early b-day!
Love yal P.S. Merry Christmas!
Treoey Rice - You're lantastlc! Merry
Christmas! Love, Your A4> SS
Ben - Thank you for the monopoly games,
long drives, dinner at Pargo's, sackin' out in
Iront ot the TV, study breaks, TCBY A AT Wishes Everyone A Sale A Happy
especially our evening at tha opera. You are Holiday Season.
awesome. Love. Your "Gat' P.S. Merry
Fabulous Females Of Fast Floor - Good
Christmas!
luck with everything A thanks for a great
Greg Gfebone - Have a great Christmas! I semester! One down-be happy!

Hiaskte Staff - Have a great break! You al
deserve II Love you Us. Wendy.

TJS3 Merry Christens*! - Ptoase~toep~
smiling - We is lunny! Heo

Susan Grssr - Here's to another semester's
Pal - Christmas means more tor us tha«lor Oatbakel Merry Christmas. Heo
most! Happy holidays sweetie! Joor mine!
Weaver C-Sectlon - Merry Christmas. You
ouys are awesome. Katharine
Happy Hoedeys To Tha Beat Itestotence
Uto staff it the wortdl rs bean a (tfHcul Shot TribBt - Buddy's party was really
semester but we've managed wel. Spring wi rockin'! 2 bad you missed II have a
Christmas! Anna, Patty A Robyn.
be awesome. Come back fired upt Peggy
Ariel, Scutate, Flounder - Marry Chrtetmasl
M miss youl Love. Ursula.
Jan - Happy 2 years! Only 8 days kit to
graduation! Congratulations! Find a job so you
can buy ma a cool Christmas present! Love,
Krtette).
Laura - Many Christmasl Pittsburgh awaits
youl Love. Krielie.
.
Barbers Ferguson - Many Christmaa 4
good luck on Dr. FTs Bio 101 exam. Den tee
Sherrte A Alton - Merry Christmas. We're
going to miss you. Luv. Kath.

Pose In any crazy or creative way by yourse» or wth your Mends 41 may be it the
19B1 yearbook. You may submit a photo by
Jan. 10 or a Bkjaatona photographer wi be
avatebte Jan. 8 -11 to take It Cat X0S41 or
X4S49 to enter. You must enter!
Operation Santa Ctaua - Today Is last day to
return gins.

Ltetbo Sisters - A Christmas toast to more
Thursdays at Marvin's. L. Avenue boys, tete
night song writing, Wayland Posts' Society.
web weaving. Anna
Arrived Far Chilehaaa • Dave Noon - The
Man. the Pro-adolescent jacket. A Mng
legend since 4th grade!
Erin McGreth - Almost lime lor intermssion!
Act II should be epic. Happy Christmas. Tha
Wavtand Players.
Robyn, Anna, Eras, Becky - Thanks tor al
the great limesl How could next semester be
any crazier?! Happy Christmasl Pally

a Friends
,

Stop Studying! Coma to the Chanukah
Partyl Free! Free dancal Sal.. Dec. 8, 9 -12,
Highlands
Room.
Union.
Tunas by
Mafgartavise Sounds. Free Dancal
Stacy Whstehaan - Congratulations on your
engagement. AJU
Shoot Youreetfl

Ten Preston - Congratulations, you dd Ml

JMU Sweatshirts

Welcome to ©5X6 Your Bag Brothers.

$15&up
Today at 2 locations
Harrison Breezeway &
WCC Patio
9am-4pm

Cathy - Be prepared Mount St.
predated to btow Saturday. Dave.

Rigor

initiation. We bve you! A LA

Cheryl, Jackie 4 Hary -■Pretty Much" Have Jungte-Jfen Cries - Keep I sHrptel Yotrra a
an awesome break 4 good luck on exams, blast. Happy Holidays!

toveyou. TB.

Carotng, Hot Chocolate
...CriraanasonthoQuad.

Shoot Yourself!

"

Sewn-OnJMU
Lettered Sweatshirts.
Today, WCC Patio.

9am-5pm
Not Just Any Resident ■ Be An RAI
Applcations for ate 1991-92 school year wi
be avatsbte exam week from Alumnae 102.
Just doll

1 Bedroom Afjartment
(Quiet No Parties)
Month to Month Lease
$315 (Ask About our Winter Specials)
Dutchmi Court (4 Blocks to JMU)
434-2100

Be A Part Of The Best! Several RA positions
available tor spring. Contact ORL. 102
Alumnae Had.

C*rieewesOnTkeCke*._Ju«tobelnere.

The Beat Christmas Praeonl Ever
Sweatshirts A T-shirts. 28*6312.

QX Pledgee - You're almost there! Get
psyched We ton youl The Sisters.

Greg A Kevin - Congratulations on X4M
Love, Tare 4 Susanna.

Mar Happy 3 months! You're the greatest. I
love you! Patch.

SPRING BREAK
"91

Saphan OM - Congratulations on an
aweaorna soccer season. Al South 1990.
Love, Your Favorite Fan.

Reservations avaJabie now!

Christmas on the
Quad
Tonight!
8pm
Hot chocolate.carolirig & friends
OAK - The national teedershp honor society
recognizes their new members Joe Clement,
Julie Dunham, Mall McFarlane, John
Parmalee, Lynn Stone 4 Sue Torrell.
Conqratualions
2 Bedroom Apartment
(Quiet, No Parties)
Month to Month Lease
$425 (Ask About our Winter Specials)
Dutchmi Court (4 Blocks to JMU)
434-2100
Donate Used Cars * Reel Estate - To IRS
approved charily tor homeless. Free towing.
Charity Foundation, Inc. Lanie Kline, (703)
434-7787.
Dana - Congratulations to our newest Sister!
Love, HE.

Ginger, Jemee 4 Stem - Bon Noel 4 Joyous
Anneal You are the greatest! Love. P.S.
a Stone - No one goes home lor Christmas
without
a
thorough
knowledge
of
conversational Frenchl To Amies dans Le
Box.
r Kaarnl - We still need you to be the
Tidy Bowl man! (Rap) Have a Christmasl
All Frtenda 01 Let Me (Tteh) Stenton - Don!
forget to write to me white I'm in Spain next
semester. I'm realty gonna miss you guys A
wi want to stay In touch with you geeks
(oops, I mean guys). I promise that I wi
write.however, I hope you guys enjoy getting
tats ol postcards! (Hoe. Hee. Hee) Waff,
Happy Holidays 4 donl tergal to give me your
sddreasaa.Lovaya.Tlah.
W»owskl- Just wanted total you agate,'m
going to miss youl We haven't gotten to spend
much time together, but just seeing you every
now A than has hebed me through the
semester. Enjoy your baguettes A cycling
through France. (I take care of Tammy. I love
you, Juan.
MbsOTteHI-Merry Christmas, Nrrtss you.
P**yEketerW - Happy HoUeysl You're the
greatest! From your Secret Sana.
Sarah Baarah Pumpkin tAsntua - Happy
Hofoays from the Buckaroo Machine.
Laura Hutckteon - You're tha bestl Thanks
tor your support. Cook*
Kathryn, Pauls, Carol - Thanks tor being
great friends A keeping me level headed.
Have a great Christmas break. Love always,
Anda.

Christy - Have a Damn Good* birthday. You
know who.

Chriitmas Tree*,
Wreaths & PoinsettJas
Cedars $5 -10 (44 ft.). Fines 4 Spruces $16
up. Wreaths $12, pomes ias M
Buy here 4 avoid high city prices

Jeffs Antique*
Rl 42, Dayton. Va. 4 mites souft of JMU
FnsVfteV 1 rf-9911 inytHWaX

Htye Gorgsoual Only 8 more days lit the
time of your He. I hope you're ready! Yours
Always, LMe One.
Adoption - Loving married couple wishes to
adopt. Cal cotect anytime. Mary a Dark}.
(703)54*8778.

JM RA RA RA RA RA RA

102 Alumnae

Daytona Beach
trom$H9*
7 nights
South Padre Island from $129*
54 7 nights
Steamboat
from $96*
2,5&7regrHs
Fort Lauderdale
from $137*
7 nights
Panama City Beach from $124'
7nights
CorousChrtsti/
from $108*
Mustang Island
54 7 nights
Hilton Head Island from $i 12*
547nights

Tired Of Paying Rent?

Can to! free today

Be your own landlord 4 let your
roommates help you build an
investement for your future.
Call Kline Realty, 434-9922

(800)321-5911

Anr- We had a wet 4 wild weekend! Keep
those -B.P.V coming! Merry Christmas

aaHsix.KcjyjMaiM
SC - Did I meat you. Merry Christmas.
TFYPC
JMU Students - irs the holiday season. Why
not volunteer for needy organizations.
Amende K. Farrefl (VMner-Womper) Merry Christmas A Happy New Year
type-lhingl Love, Your Sacral Santa.
Cathy Crkter - Your Little Sister thinks you're
the greatest. Love, Merz.
Yesl You have your very own
personal Merry Chnstmas 4 Happy Birthday!
Good kick wlh exams. Leva. Dawn.
Rkk - Saturday night was tecredbW Wei
play with you anytime! Merry Christmasl
KafhyC.4JueaC.
Laurel, Phi, Joresste, Cookie 4 Tall Thanks tor making this semester bearable.
Merry Chrajmasl Dense
CuatoD - Thanks tor everything. Have a
great Christmas. Luv. Kath.
Aline - Tm so proud to have you as my Uttte
Sis. London wi be incredTote - let It roarP
Good luck on exams A Marry Christmas.
Love, Your AXfl Big Sis.
Kety McJBton - You're a terrific AW Uttte
Sister, ri miss you tons next semester, but II
always be thinking about you. good kick on
Exame 4 Happy Holidays! l^, Kim.
Me? Lie? 1 donl remember.- rs a "culurar
thing, but U A I know I wont do I. Love
always A torever, U know who U R. The Grey
Man

Sunchase Ski 4 Beach Breaks
•Dependkig on break dates 4 length of stay

Nick McCebe - Do you find my big hair sexy?
Why dorrt you show me! Merry Christmasl
Lustfuty yours. Marge.
Hey Foeh - Merry Christmas A Happy
GrarJualionl Remember all we share. I will I
love you Vary.
Girts Of 13Q - Merry Christmasl You're the
besLDeanna
Kan, Joanna, Staffs - You've been great
roommates.
Merry
Chrtetmasl
Kim.
congratulations 4 good luck in Arizona!
Laura - Holy mongotoid, you swam like a
champ todayl Man. you're bustki'l Lefs Pass
'nPoff In 1991! Love, Tracy.
Crawford - Many Christmasl Have a
wonderfully restful vacation. Praise God
Merry Christmas To IX! Love. Mstente.
Atoxa A Christine.
Sheva McDevtt - Santa wants you to keep
your teat dancing. Youl find ma out soon.
Marry Chirslmasl Your Secret Santa.
Bosryn -1 tova youl You are my bast frtend!
Good luck in Taiwan! rl mtes your ugly mug
so much! Jutes.
^
Atexa 4 aW - A -weenie' wish for a very
Merry Christmas to my super beet buddtesl
LOVO.WW.
Lisa - Have a great break 4 a very Merry
Christmasl Leave the snorkel a! JMU. See ya
in 3 weeks! Love. Sammy.
*•* ■*■**. Ompm, Jeff, Jeremy,
Jeremy. Jimmy, Mate. Mate. Travis - You
guys are aweeomel Merry Christmas, Scott 4
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OTtol - Merry ttrietmae to the
woffcfi bMt loonvMlM Thinks lor i Ojmt
M semester. Tto second wt to awn beaeri
HM ton A Ml totsot Ctofcakel Low. Swan.

Ta Tto Muppat Roonto - Thanks tor betf
my tost bud. Lars and an awesome house!
Many Ctenukah (hahaha). Lava. Puck.

See* It - Thinks tor tot Thursday night I
tod ■ grwl ton*, art worry, youl get your
•pportrrwnt, but HI bo t surpfef Have a
great Christmas Break, n tries you! Lovi,

Lee. Anna, Becky. M, Cathy, One, Kay,
r^>Karrtos-rtoipyltoldays.Luv. Atone.
htorgoretl Lava, Your
•xe Big Brothers.

UN 4 Jen - The* tor Mng men greet
roornto Tto lad that we've put up wtt Mch
omer tor to tong hM got to say lornrihingl
Haw Hokdays! Love, Deb.
I tM -1 hop* your Chnatrm ■ at good tor
you as the past man have bean tor me.

TtoaadtoDea » Twee* Dura to OJHord
301 - Thanks tor making this year so much
ton! SnwtytUMe Beth
Jesse- You wi to great on Execl Many
Christmas, Scort.

Laura, Sun He*, Mary Bath I QnavaThanks tor begin tori I love you at. Merry
Christinas! Love, Tina.
UtoaH. A Catherine H -You're not bad tor
undergrade (hah!)- Here's to a grad program
In your future A a Merry Christmas. Dentos
Tea Aton - Have a great Christmas. You're
tto beat boyfriend In the world. I love you.
Laurie.
Geordto-Englandawaits -Christmas 1990canl wall See ya at Heathrow! I love you!
Love, Stine 143.

CMy - Many Chriatmas Otoelheartt Lav*.
Soot.
AXQ Staters t Pledgee - Have a safe A
happy noaoay seam. Lowe. Courtney.
Deb - ft miss you over winter break except
tor one thing. (Hint: Ts 1237 A...*). A*n
rules! Love, Karen.
Happy HoMeye To Unard A Mom Teresa
dine Broom
Mat - Hope Santa leaves 'Srnilaa* under
the Ireel Love, Kate.
totnhoe A Teytor - To our Iriends who are
always there. Happy Holidays, good tock on
finals. Love, Roxie A Magoo.
To Al In 4SL, «W A m - Happy HoWavs.

Amy T. - Marry Christmas to my favorta
Jersey girlie. Love ya! Stine.

Kelt Apa-Haveagr*
irealChriSmaslYouare
tto best
sill lore ya! Jutes

"Chandtoi" - 0HX3 A may your holidays be
excessively merry! Love, Kate.

rtoskfanta Of f A - Have a groovy holiday

Stox - I hope next semester wi be as
interesting as this one. Did you stop? Drosl
Love, Karen.

LaMe, Jute, Crystal, Nety - YOU'D al
awesome! Thanks lor a tun semester. Have a
spectacular break. Love, Marilyn A Denise.

Te Tto Tun" Chicks Of 326 I 319
Row, toe, Bug - Make a greet Chnstmas &
happy New Year! See you in January. Love
ya. Neutral.
I - Ho! Ho! Ho! Of! to Jamaica, have fun!
Cathy
Forget The Chetter, The HMslde Hill Staff
is excelent, Noel!
Jen A Andree - Joyeux Noel! Bon Voyage!
Nous T-atnonsI Cabal
Carls - Had a great time Saturday. Love.
Chriskne.

HMskto Staff - You guys
Enjoy toe break) Jutoa.
Kefy Comte - (1 mto you
Merry Chnstmas. Courtney.
Whore Ye Goto', Andy? OK. mars ok).
Smiths rock. $$
TLB - The vary best. Onward A upward!
Happy Hohdays. Okvia.
Hey Lunch Buddies - Next semester, same
time, same station? Many D-Hal to the
people wtio make my day. Memster.
Happy HoAdeys, Chrtotepherf Only six
weeks left. LOTS make the most of II Love,

Me.
To Al My Fehow Breesera - Last Breeze
this semester. Celebrate! Have a great
frokdayl You're all great! Love. Laura.

Village

Be the Early
Bird an&MW

FIXE Brothers - Merry Christmas, happy
new year, luck with exams!
Hey AM (2 La) Have a fabulous Christmas,
roomiel Love. Lorrl
2B, The Only Place 28 - HMskto Hall You
made 1 through the semester! Have a greet
vacation! Love ya. Jutes.
Remember Jeaus to The Reason For Tto
Season -L9M
V-Bel Beauties - You al looked great
Friday. Have a great break. Merry Christmas.
Love, Kim
Charley - Have a special Christmasl Your
Christmas Teddy Bear.
AASC Members - Vail are the greatest! We
love you! Happy holidays! The Execs.

Sign a lease
on or before
January 11,
1991 and you
will get
'9(V91 school
year prices.

Take Tana From al The Hype - Of the
season to remember the real reason we
celebrate Christ-mas. LSM.
Ad> - Thanx lor your support! Good luck on
your finals. Have a geal break! Jules.
Tbth - Have a great holiday A semester
abroad. I'll miss you. You're the best. Love,
Kim
To Tto Theta Pledge Class Of <DX« Great Chirstmas party, but you guys have to
work on your up Jenkins! Have a great
Christmas A look forward to Jan. 17!
Wishing You God's Peace - Over the
holidays A always. LSM

An easy 10 minute walk to campus (No hills to climb or interstate to cross)

Olde Mill Village Offers:
•Furnished 4 bedroom apartments
•A desk in every room
•Two full bathrooms
•Large utility room with full size
washer and dryer
•Fully equipped kitchen including
microwave and dishwasher
•Spacious living area
•Deadbolts and doorviewers on ALL
apartments

To Woyknd'e Beat - Thanks for hearing my
complaints about a certain dorm A house all
semester. Merry Christmas! Your "Breeze"
suKemate.
Ten Preston - Congratulations on compieimg
requirements from oxe Have a great
Christmas. Irom your Big Brothers in Famiy

Six.
A£A - Wishes everyone gooa IUCK on exams
A a safe A relaxing Christmas holiday'
Thanks For Vow Magnificent Petience
Breeze students! Happy Holidays! Cookie
EX Stave - Happy Christmas! I'd ike 2 help
toid that harpeichord A take your musical
requests. The Wayward Waylander.
Hey Sisters - What's there for me to eat? HV
Dr. Renfroe - Have a
Christmas. PCTC1990.

Plus:
•Lighted parking lot
•Basketball court
•Sunbathing area

4341876 ""Berkeley li Better
HOTgs®
Vsdtv /ran ofHamsonbwv I

1373 S.
Main St.

'merryaHuroid'

EEE - Wishes everyone good kick on exams
A a Merry Christmasl
Spencer - Thanto) for being
roommate! Many Christmas! Scott.

a cool

Zenne, Ryan, Wwidy, Laurie, Jute, Aaron,
Krsha. Brian A Pam - Good luck on earns A
have an eaeellenl breakl Your Scary AHO.
Brl - You were a good boy this year. Santa
Cary wil be good to you! Have an
unforgettable Christmas. KatieLou.
You Can Lead A Dave To Water At Noon on
Christmas day, but you canl make him drink.
Enjoy break!
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JMU's FAWRTTE
STUTOHAHT.
Need brain food? Eat plenty of fresh,
delicious Domino's Pizza while
you study for exams. And you don't
have to interrupt your studies
to get it Just give us a call, and
we'll deliver.

Call 433-2300
31 Miller Circle

Cafl 433-3111
22 Terri Drive
ITS TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA.™

L

$2.00 Off.
Coupon good for $2.00 off your
next medium, large, or pan pizza
with one or more of your favorite
toppings.

Hunger Fighter!

FLate Night Special*

Get a large pizza with one topping
of your choice.

$7.95

^\}»Zf~J (plus tax)

Get a medium pizza with your choice
of one topping, phis two 16 oz.
botdes of Coca-Cola®, classic or diet.

(plus tax)

*0rder must be placed after 10 P.M.

JMU
MM at participating stores only Not valid with any other oiler Delivery
areas limited to ensure sale driving Our drivers carry less than S20 00

Expires: 1/6/91

$2.00 Off.
Coupon good for $2.00 off your
next medium, large, or pan pizza
with one or more of your favorite
toppings.

JMU
f

JMU

JMU

Valid at participating stores only Not valid with any other Oder Deew
areas limited to ensure sale driving Our driven carry less than $201

Valid at parhcipatmg stores only. Not valid with any other otter Deavery
areas limited to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less than $20 00

Expires: 1/6/91

Hunger Fighter!
Get a large pizza with one topping
of your choice.

$7.95

Expires: 1/6/91

■^TLate Night Special*

r

$

$\J»J/D (phisBx)

Get a medium pizza with your choice
of one topping, plus two 16 oz.
bottles of Coca-Cola9, classic or (bet
'Order must be placed after 10 P.M.

(plus tax)

JMU

JMU

va*d ai pa'tapating stores only Not valid with any other otter. Dekvery
areas fcniiM to ensure sale driving Our drivers carry less than $20.00.

VaM at participating stores only Not valid with any other otter Delivery
areas fcmted to ensure safe driving. Ou drivers carry less man $20.00

VaM at participating stores only. Not vaM wtt my other oner. Dttwry
areas MM to ensure sale driving Ow drivers carry less than $20 00

Expires: 1/6/91

Expires: 1/6/91

Expires: 1/6/91
e 1990. Domino* Pua. Inc

